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That twenty tlaou:sand extra copies of Colonel Fremont's last report to the Senate,
be printed.

Gin the second day of February, in the year 184.7, during my absence
on my third expedition of topographical survey, iu the western part of
this r:ontinent, a resolve was passed by the Senata directing the construelion of two maps-one of the central section of the Rocky mountains, and
the other of Oregon and Opper California-from the materials collected by
me> in the two previous expeditions, and with the adJitions which the
then existing expedition might furnish; and .~1r. Charles Preuss, my assistant in tl1e first and second expeditions, was employed to commence
the work.
On my return to the United States, in the month of September last, I
fouurl 1\lr Preuss closely eugaged upon the work on which the Senate.
had employed him; and, from that time to the present, I have myself
given all tile time that could be spared from other engagements to supp1ly
the additions which the last expedition has enabled me to make.
Conceiving that the map of Oregon and Calif<lrnia was of th~ most immediate and pressing importance, I first directed my attention to its pn~para
tion, in order to bring it into a condition as soon as possible to be laid before the Senate; which is now done.
In laying this map of Oregon and Opper California before the Senate, 1
deem it proper to show the extent and geueral charac.ter of tlte work, and
how far it may be depeuded on as corr~ct, as beiug founded ou my own
or other surveys, and how far it is coujectural, auu ouly presented as the
be:<t that is known.
lu extent, it embraces the whote \t-cstern ~ide of this con1inent between
the ca,!f·rn base of the Rocky mountains and the Pacific ocuan, and between the straits of Fucaaud. the gulf of CalifiHnia, taking for its ontlin~,
ou the north, the bonndury line with Great Britain, and on the south, iu'fq,1>~n
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eluding the bay of San Diego, the head of the g11lf of California, the riv~
ers Colorado and Gila, and all the country through which the line of the
late treaty with Mexico would rnn, from El Pa~to del Norte to the sea
To complete the view in that quarter, the valley of the Rio Del Norte is
added, from the head of the nver to El Paso del Norte, thereby including New Mexico. 1'he map has been construr.tecl expressly to exibit
the two countries of Oregon and the Alta California togathcr. It is believed to be the most correct that has appeared of either of them; and it is
certainly the only one that shows the structure and configuration of the
interior of Upper California.
The part of the map which exhibits Oregon is chiefly copied from the
works of others, but uot entirely, my own explorations in that tenitory
having extended to nearly two thousand miles. The part which exhibits
California, and especially the Great Basin, the Sierra Nevada, the beauti·
ful valley of Sacramento and San Joaquin, is chiefly from my .own surveys or personal view, and in such cases is given a<; correct. ''Vhere my
own observations dtd not extend, the best authorities have been followed.
The profile view in the margin, on the north side of the map, exhibits
the elevations of the con ntry from the South Pass in the Rocky mountains to the bay of San Francisco, passing the Utah and the Great Salt
Jake, following the river Humboldt through the northern side of the
Great Basin, crossing the Sierra Nevada into the valley of the Sacramento,
where the emigrant road uow crosses that sierra forty miles north of Nueva Helvetia. This line shows the present travelling route to California.
Ttle profile on the sonth side of the map exhibits tile elevations of the
conntry on a different line-the line of exploration in the last expedition
-from the head of the Arkansas by the Urah and Salt lake, and through
the interior of the Great Basin, crossing the Sierra Nevada into Sacramento valley at the bead of the Rio de los Americanos. These profile views
are given merely f\H their mlt/ines, to show the structure of the country
bet ween the Rocky mou u rains n nd the sea, and the rise and fall occasioned by mountains and valleys. .1<-,ull and descriptive profile views on a
large scale are wantrd, marking the geological structure of the country,
and exhibiting at their proper altttudes the differeut products of the vegetable kingdom Some material is already collected f<H such a purp()se,
extending on different lines from the Mississippi to the Pa-;ific, but not
ufficient to complete the work.
The Arabic fignres on different parts of the map indicate the elevation
of places above the lt~vel of the sea; a knowledge of which is essential to
a just conception of the climate and agricultural capacities of a country.
1'he longitudes established on the liue of exploration of the last expedition are" based Oil a sf•ries of astronomical observations, resting on four
main positwns, determined by lunar culminations. The £rst of these
main positions is at the mouth of the P011taine (jl'i Bouit river, on the
Upper Arkansas; the secolid is on the eastern ~bore of the. Great ,Salt
lake, and two in the vallny of the Sacramento, at the western base of the
Sierra Nevada. This line of astronomical observations, thus c~rried
across the continent, reaches the Pacific ocean on the northern shore of
the bay of Mcmtcrey.
In my published map, of the year 1815, the line of the western coast
was laid down according to Vancouver. When the newly established
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positions were placed on the map now laid before the Senate, it was found
that they carried the line of the coast about fourteen miles west,
and the valleys of the Sacramento and San Jo[lquin about twenty miles
e~st; making an increase of more than thirty miles in the bre::1dth of the
country below the Sierra Nevada. Upon examination, it was found that
these positions agreed nearly with the observations of Captain Beechey,
at Monterey. The corrections required by the new positions were then
accordingly made; the basin of the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys
was removed to the eastward, and the line of the coast projected fartbcw
west, conformably to my observations, retaining the configuration given
to it by the surveys of Vancouver.
The error in the position ofthe San Joaquin, SacramRnto, and Wahlahmath valleys still exists upon the most authet1tic maps extant; and it appears that, upon the charts in general use, a greatly erroneous position is
still given to the coast.
By the re turn of th_e United States sloop of-war Portsmouth, Commander
:Montgomery, from the Pacific ocean, it is learned that two British shipsof~war are now engaged in making a new survey of the gulf and coast of
California. It is also known that an American whale ship was recently
lost on the coast of California in consequence of the errors in the charts
now in general use, locating the coast and islands, from Monterey south,
too far east. 'il1
'l'he astronomical observations made by me across the continent, in
this my third expedition, were calculated by Professor Hubbard, of the
National Observatory, (Washington city,) during the present winter; and
a note from him on the subject of these observations is added as an appendix to this memoir. My attention having been recP.ntly called to this
subject, (the true position of the coast of California,) I find it worthy of
remark that the p.osition given to th'is co'ast on ttle charts of the Qld
Spanish navigators agrees nearly with t-hat which would be assigned to
it by the observations of the most eminent naval surveyors of the present
day. The position adopted for tl'Ionterey and the adjacent coast, on the
map now laid before the Senate, agrees nearly with that m which it had
'bees placed by the observations ot Malaspirw,t in 1791.
In constructing this map it became necessary to adopt the coast line of
the Pacific, as found in maps in general use, to give it completeness. It
was no part of my desig-n to make a chart of the coast. Finding an error
when I came to lay down the bay of Monterey, I altered my map to suit
i.t. I knew nothing ihen of the errors in the coast. lt is satisfactory
now to find that my astronomical observntions correspond with those previously made by Beechy and Beb~her, apd very gratifying to be able to
"NAHL.-The United S tates sloop-of-war Portsmou th, Comm ander John B. Mont2;omery,
arrived at Boston ou Friday, from the Pacific ocea n, lest from Valpamiso, February 23; Com·
mander Mont~omery states that the British frigate "Herald," and the brig" Pandora," are en•
ga~ed in m•king a new survey of the gulf and coast of California.
The whale ship" Hope," of Providence, was recently lost on the"coast, in cons<quence of an
Error in the charts now in general Llse, which locate the coast and islands from 1\'loaterey to
<lape St. Lucas from 15 to 4() miles too far to the eastward -.N"ationnl Intdligmcer.
.
t Of this skilful, intrepid, and unfortunate navigator, Humboldt (Essay on New Spatn) says;
"The peculiar merit of his expedition consist" not only in the number of astronomiCal olilservatiot.s, but principally in the judicious method which was employed to arrLve at certain reaulte. The longitude and latitude of four points on the coast ( Cal-'e San Lucas, Monterey,
Nc;~otka, and Fort Mulgrave,) were fixed in an absolute mannar."
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add some testimonial to the correctness of those made by Malaspina long
bef.He either of them. YancouvPr removed the coast line as fixed by
l\1alaspina, and the subsequent obsen·ations carry it back.
In laying this map bef(Ho the SenatP, and itl anttcipation of the full
work which my explorations (with some further exammations) may enable me to draw np hereafter, I deem it a proper aceompauiment to the
wap to present some brief notices of GALlFOnNJA, with a view to show the
character of the conutry, and its capability or otherwise to sustain a considerable population. In doing this, uo general remarks appltcable to the
whole of Califim1ia can be usPd. The diversity in different parts is too
great to admit of generalization in the description. Separate views of
different parts must be taken; and in this brief sketch, the design is to
limit the view to the two great divisions of the country which lie on the
opposite sides of the SIEHRA NEV.1DA, and to the ch~racter of that monutain itself, so promment in the strucwre of the country, and exercising S(}
great an influence over the climate, soil, and productions of its two dtvi:,ions.
SIERRA NEVADA.

This Sm~RA is part of the great mountain range, which, undPr different
11ame,; and with di!]ereut elevations, but with much uniformity of direction
and general prt)Ximity to the C'last, extends from the peninsula of California
to Russian America, and without a gap in the distance through which
the water of the Rocky rnonntaius could reach the Pacific oceun, excPpt
at the two places where the Columbia and Frazer's river respectively fiud
their passage. This great range is remarkable for its length, its proxin ity
and parallelism to the seacoast, its great elevation, often more lofty tha~l
the Rocky mountains, and its many grand volcauic peaks, reachiug high
i11to tile region of pe'rpctual snow. Hising siugly, like pyramids, from
heavily timlJered plateaux, to the height of fc)urteen and seventeen thousand feet above the sea, tbP.se snowy peaks constitute the characterizing
1eature of the range, aud distingnish it fi·om tl1e Rocky mountains and all
others on onr part of the contiuent.
That part of this ranQe which traverses the AurA CHII"ORNL\ is cfllled
the Sir:rm Nevad11, (Snowy rnonntain)-a name in itself implying a great
elevation, as it is only applied, in Spauish geography, to the monntaius
whose summits penetrate the rrgion of perpetual snow. Jt is a grand frature of Califc.Hnia, and a dominating ouP, and must he well understood
before the structure of the country and the character of irs ddf.. rent divisions can be comprehended. Jt uivides California into two parts, and exercises a decided influence on th,e climate, soil, and prod11ctinns of each .
..,tretching along the cuast, aud at the geueral distanee of 150 n1ilrs from
it, this great mountain wall receives the warm wittds,charged wtth vapnr,
which sweep across the Pacific ocenn, precipitates thrir accumnlated rnoistnre in iertilizmg rains and sno\Vs upon its ll'esteru flank, aud leaves cold
aud dry winds to pasi nn to the east. Henre the characteristic difft'n,nces
ot the two regions-miJ,Juess, fertility, and a superb vegetable kiugdom
on one side, comparattve barrennes<> and r::old on the oth~r.
The two sides of the Sirrra exhibit two distiu~t cliwates. The state of
vegetation, in con nexion with sou1e thcrrrwmet rica! ob~ervations made
during the recent exploring expedition to California, will establish aud
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illustrate this difference. In the beginning of December. 1845], we cross-.
ed this Sierra, at latitude 39° 17' 12", at the present usual emigrant pass,
at the head of the Salmon Trout river, 40 miles north of New Helvetia,
and made observations at each base, and in the same latitude, to Jetermine
the respective temperatures; the two bases being, respectively, the western about 500, and the eastern about 4,000 feet a Love the level of the sea;
and the Pass, 7,200 feet. The mean results of the observations were, on
the eastern side, at sunrise, 9°; at noon, 44°; at sunset, 39°; the state of
vegetatio'n and the appearance of the country being at the same time
(second week of December) that of confirmed winter-the rivers frozen
over, snow on the ridges, annual plants dead, grass dry, and deciduous
trees stripped of their foliage. At the western base, the mean temparature
during a corresponding week was, at sunrise 29°, and at sunset 52°; the
state of the atmosphere and of vegetation that of ad vancirig spring; grass
fresh and green, four to eight inches high, vernal plants in bloom, the air
:soft, and all the streams free from ice. Thus December on one side of the
mountain wns winter, on the other it was spring.
THE GREAT BASIN.

•

East of the Sierra Nevada, and between it and the Rocky mountains,
is that anomalous feature in our continent, the GHEAT BASIN, the existence of which was advanced as a theory after the second expedition,
and is now established as a geographical fact. It is a singular feature :
a basin of some five hundred miles diameter every way, between four and
five thousand feet above the level of the sea, shut in all around by mountains, with its own system of lakes anJ rivers, and having no connexion
whatever with the sea. Partly arid and sparsely inhabited, the gE:neral
character of the GREAT BASIN is that of desert, but with great exceptions,
there being many parts of it very fit for the residence of a civilized people; and. of these parts, the Mormons have lately established themselves
in one of the largest and best. Mountain is the predominating structure
of the interior of the Basin, with plains between-the mountains wooded
and watered, the plaihs arid and sterile. 1'he interior mountaiwl conform
to the law which governs the course of the Rocky mountains and of the
Sierra Nevada, ranging nearly north and south, and present a very unifvrrn character of abruptness, rising suddenly from a narrow base of ten
to twenty miles, and attaining an elevation of two to five thousand feet
above the level of the cauntry. They are grassy and wooded, showing
snow on their summit peaks duting the greater part of the year, and
affording small streams of water from five to fifty feet wide, which lose
themsel \les, some in lakes, some in the dry plains, and some in the belt of alluvial soil at the base; for lhese mountains have very uniformly this belt
of alluvion, the wash and abrasion of their sides, rich in excellent grass,
fertile, and light, and loose enongh to absorb small streams. Between
these mountains are the arid plains which receive and deserve the name
of desert. ~uch is the general structure of the interior of the Great Basin,
more Asiatic than American in its character, and much resembling the
elevated region between the Caspian sea and northern Persia. The rim
of this Basin is massive ranges of mountains, of which the ~ierra Nevada on the west, and the Wah satch and Timpanogos chains on the east,
are the most conspicuous.
On the north it is separated from the waters

'.
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of the Columbia by a bral'lch tl[ the Rocky mountains, and from the gt~lf
of California, on tbe south, by a bed of mountainous ranges, of which the
existence has been only recently determined. Snow abounds on them
all; on wme, in their loftier parts the whole year, with wood and grass;
with copious streams of water, sometimes amounting to considerable rivers,
:flowing :Inward, and forming lakes or shlking in the sands. Eelts or
benches of good alluvion are usually found at their base.
Lakes in the Great Basin.- The great Salt lake and the Utah lake are
in this Basin, towards its eastern rim, and c'onstitute its most interesting
f~11ture-one, a saturated solution of common salt, the other fresh-the
Utah about one hundred feet abov-e the level of the Salt lake, which is
itielf four thousand two hundred above the leovel of the sea, and connected by a strait, or river, thirty -five miles long.
These lakes drain an area of ten or twelve thousand square miles, and
have, on the east, along the base of the mountain, the usual bench of al:rmvion, which e1:tends to a distance of three hundred miles, with wood
and water, and abundant grass. The Mormons have established themselves on the &trait between .these two lakes, and will find sufficient arable
land for a large settlenfent-important from its position as intermediate
between the Mississippi valley and the Pacific ocean, and on the line of
communication to California and Oregon.
The Utah is about thirty-five miles long, and is remarkable for the
numerous and bold streams which it receives 1 coming down from the
mountains on the southeast, all fresh water, although a large formation
of rock salt, imbedded in red clay, is found within the area on the southcast, which it drains. The lake and its affiuen ts afford large .trout and
other fish in great numbers, which constitute the food of the Utah Indians during the fishing season. The Great Salt lake has a very irregular outline, greatly extended at time of melting snows. It is about seventy
,miles tn length; b,oth lakes ranging nearly north and south, in conformity
to the range of the mountains, and is remarkable fo.r its predominance of
salt. The whole lake waters seem thoroughly saturated with it, and every
evaporation of the water leaves salt behind. The rocky shores of the islands are whitened by the spray, which leaves salt on everything it
touches, anrl a covering like ice forms over the water, which the waves
throw among the rocks. The shores of the lake in the dry season, when
· the waters recede, and especially on the south side are whitened with
encrustations of fine white salt; the shallEJw arms of the lake, at the same
time, under a slight covering of briny water, present beds of salt for miles,
resembling softened ice, into which the horses' feet sink to the fetlock.
Plants and bushes, blown by the wind upon these fields, are enti.rely encmsted with cJystallized salt, more than an mch in thickness. Upon
this lake of salt the fresh water received, though great in quantity, has
no preceptible effect. No fish, or animal life of any kind. is found in it;
the lan:ce on the shore being found to belong to winged insects. A geological examination of the bed and shorlils of this lake is of the highest interQst.
Five gallons of water taken from this lake in the month of September,
and rougl)ly evaporated over a fire, gave fonrteen pints of salt, a part of
which being subjected to analysis, gave the following proportions:

•
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Chloride of sodium (common salt)
Chloride of calcium Chloride of magnesium
Sulphateofsoda
Sulphate of lime

9
97.80 parts.
0.61
"
0.24 "
0.23 "
1.12 "
100.00

Southward from the Utah. is another lake, of which little more is no\V
known than when Humboldt published his general map of Mexico. It
is the reservoir of a handsome river about two hundred miles long, rising
in the Wah.satch mountait4S, and discharging a considerable volume of
water. The river and lake were called by the Spaniards <''l'evero, corrupted
by the hunters into Sevier. On the map they are called Nicollet, in
honor of J. N. Nicollet, whose premature death interrupted the publication
of the lcarnE'd wnrk on the physical geography of the basin of the Upper
Mississippi, which five years labor in the field had prepared him to give.
On the western side ot the basin, and immediately within the first
range of the Sierra Nevada, is the Pyramid lake, receiving the water of
Salmon Trout river. It is t~tirty five miles long, between four and five
thousaud feet above the sea, surrounded by mountains, is remarkably
deep and clear, and abounds with uncommonly large salmon trout.
Southward, along the base of the Sierra Nevada, is a range of considerable lakes, formed by many large streams from the Sierra. Lake Walker,
the largest among these, affords great numbers of trout, similar to those
of the Pyramid lake, and is a place of resort for Indians in the fishing
season.
'!'here are probably other collections of water not yet known. The
number of small lakes is very great, many of them more or less salty, and
all, like the rivers which feed them, changing their appearance and extent under the influence of the season, rising with the melting of the
snows, sinking in the dry weather, and distinctly presenting their high
and low water mark. These generally afford some fertile and well -watered
land, capable of settlement.
Rivers of the Great Basin.-The most considerable river in the interior of the Great Basin, is the one called on the map Humboldt river, as
the mountains at its head are called Humboldt river mountains-so called
as a small mark of respect to the" Neiitor of scientific travellers," who has
done so much to illustrate North American geography, without leaving
his name upon any one of its remarkable features. It is a river long
known to hunters, and sometimes sketched on maps under the name of
Mary's, or Ogdeu's, but now, for the first time, laid down with any preCision. It is a very peculiar stream, and has rnany characteristics of an
Asiatic river-the Jordon, for example, though twice as long-risiug in
mountains and losing itself in a lake of its own, after a long and solitary
cour~e. It rises in two streams in mountains west of the Great Salt lake,
which unite, after some fifty miles, and bears westwardly along the
northern side of the basin towards the Great Sierra Nevada, which it is
destined never to reach, much less to pass. The mountains in which it
rises are round and handsome in their outline, capped with snow the
greater part of the year, well clothed with grass and wood, and abundant
in water. The stream iii a narrow line with(l)ut affiuents, losing by ab-

~
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~orption and evaporation as -it goes, and terminating in a marshy lake,
with low shores, fringed with bulrushes, and whitened with saline encrustatiOns. It has a moderate current, is from two to six feet deep in
the dry season, and probably not fordable anywhere below the j uncti6n of
the forks during the time of melting snows, when both lake and river are
considerably enlarged. The country through which it passes (except its
immediate valley) is a dry sandy plain, without grass, wood, or arable ~oil;
from about four thousand seven hundred feet (at the forks) to four thot!sand two hundred feet (at the lake) above the level of the sea, winding
among broken ranges of mountains, and varying from a few miles to
twenty in breadth. Its own immediate valley is a rich alluvion, beautifully covered with blue gras~ , herd grass, clover, and other nutritions
grasses, and its course is marked through the plain by a line of willow
and cotton wood trees, serving for fuel. 'rhe Indians iu the fall set fire
to the grass and destroy all trees except i0 low grounds near the water.
This river possesses qualities which, in the progress of events, may
give it both value and fame. It lies on the lihe of travel to Califoruia
and Oregon, and is the best route now known through the Great Basin,
and the one travelled by emigrants. Its direction, nearly east and west,
is the right course for that travel. It furni:shes a level unobstructed way
for nearly three hundred miles, and a continuous supply of the indispensable articles of water, wood, and grass. lts head is towards the Great
Salt lake, and consequently towards the Mormon settlement, which must
brcome a point in the line of emigration to CalifiHnia and the lower
Columbia. Its termination is within fifty miles of the base of the Sierra
Nevada, and opposite the Salmon 'I'rout river pass-a pass only seven
thou sand two hundred feet above the level of the sea, and less than half
that above the level of the basin, and leading into the valley of the Sacramento, some forty miles n.o rth of Nueva Helvetia. These properties give
to this river a prospective value in future commnnieatwns with the Pacific ocean, and the profile view on the north of the map shows the elevations of the present travelling route, of which it is a part, from the South
pass, in the Rocky mountains, to the bay of San Francisco.
'l'he other principal rivers of the Great Basin are found on its circumfere nce, collecting their waters from the Snowy mountains which
surrouud it; and are: 1. BEAR RIVER, on the east, rising in the massive
range of the 1'impanogos mountains and falling into the Great Salt lake,
after a don bling course through a fertile and picturesque valley, two hundred miles long. 2. The UTAH RIVE B. and TrMPANAozu or 'l'rMPANoGos,
discharging themselves into the Utah lake, on the east, aftr.r gathering
their copious streams in the adjoining parts of the TVah-satclt Timpauogos
mountains. 3. NICOLLET RIVER, tising south in the long range of the lVahsatch. mountains, and falling into a lake of its own name, after making an
arable and grassy valley, two hundred miles in length, through mountainous country. 4. SALMON TRouT river, on the west, runnin g down
from the Sierrra Nevada and talliug into Pyramiu lake, after a course of
about ane hundred miles. From its sonroo, about one-third of its valley
is through a pine timbered country, and fin· the remainder of the way
through very rocky naked ridgP.s. lt is remarkable for the abundance
and excellence of its salmon trout, and presents same ground for cultivation. 5 . CARSON and W ALI{ER rivers, both handsome clear water strean1s,
nearly one hundred miles long, coming, l~ke the preceding, down the
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eastern flank of the Sierra Nevada and forming lakes oftheir own name
at its ba~e. 'l'hey coutain salmon trout and other fish, and for some
large bottoms of good land. 6. OwEN's RIVER, issuing from the Sierra
Nevada on the south, is a large bold stream about one hundred and twenty miles loug, gathering its waters in the Sierra Nevada, i)(}wing to the
southward, aud forming a lake about fifteen miles long at the base of the
mountain. At a medinm stage it is generally four or five feet deep, in
places fifteen; wooded with willow and cotton wood, and ~).Jakes continuous bottoms of fertile land, at intervals rendered marshy by springs and
sn1all afiiueuts from the mountain. The water of the lake· iu which it terminates has an unpleasant smell and bad taste, but around its shores are
found small streams of pure water with good grass. On the map this has
been called OwEN's river.
Besides these principal rivers ii:suing from the mountains on the circumfereuce of the Great Basin, there are many others, all around, all obeying the geueral law of losing then1selves in sands, or lakes, or belts of
alluvion, and almost all of them an index to some arable land, with gra~s
awl wood.
,
lnteritJr of the Great Basin.-The interior of the Great Basin, so far as
explored, is found to he a succession of sharp mountain ranges and naked
plain~, such as has been described. These ranges are isolated, presenting sutrm,it lines broken into many peaks, of which the highest are between ten and eleven thousand feet above the sea. They are thinly
wooded with varieties of pine, (pinus monophyllus characteristic,) cedar,
aspen, and a few other trees; and afford an excellent quality of bunch
grass, eqnal to any found in the Rocky mountains. Black tailed deer
and mountain sheep are frequent in these mountains, which, in consideration of their grass, water, and wood, and the alluvion at their base, may
be called fertile, in the radical sense of the word, as signifying a capacity
to produce, or bear, arid in contradistinction to sterility. In this sense
these interior mountains may be called fertile. Sterility, on the contrary,
is the absolute characteristic of the valleys between the mountains-no
wood, no water, no ~rass; the gloomy artemisia the prevailing shrub-no
animals, except the hares, which shelter in these shrubs, and fleet and
ttmid antelope, always on the watch for danger, and finding no place too
dry and barren which gives it a wide horizon for its view and a clear field
for its flight. No birds are seen in the plains, and few on the mountains.
Btlt few Indians Cire found, and those in the lowest state of human exist·
ence; living not even in communities, but in the elementary state of
fanlllies, aud sornetnnes a single individual to himself-except about the
lakes stocked with fish, which become the property and resort of a small
tribe. The abu ndanre and excellence of the fish in most of these lakes
is a chara~teristic; and the fishing season is to the Indians tile happy
season of the year.
CLimate or the Great Basin.-The climate of the Great Basin do r s not
preseut the rigorous winter due to its el e vation and mountainous structure. Observations made during the las t expedilion, show that arouud
the soutiJern shores of the Salt lake, latitude 4LJ 0 30', to 4L 0 , for two weeks
of the month of October, ltl45, from the 13th to the 27th, the mean tempt'rature was 40° at sunrise, 70° at noon, and 54° at sunset; rauging at
sunrise, from 28° to 57°; at noon, f10m 6:2° to 76; at four in the a1ternoon, fwm 58° to 69 ; and at sunset, from 47° to 57°.
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Until the middle of the month the weather remained fair and very
pleasant. On the 15th, it began to rain in occasional showers, which
whitened with snow the tops of the mountains on the southeast side
of the lake valley. Flowers were in bloom during all the month.
About the 18th, on one of the large islands in the south of the lake, heliantlws, several species of aster, erodium cicutarium, and several other
plants, were in fresh and full bloom; the grass of the second growth was
coming up finely, and ve~etation, generally, betokened the lengthened
summer of the climate.
The 16th, 17th, and 18th, ~tormy with rain ; heavy at night; peaks of
the Bear river range and tops of the mountains covered with snow. On
the 18th, cleared with weather like that of late spring, and continued
mild and clear until the end of the month, whet! the fine weather was
again interrupted by a day or two of rain. No snow within 2,000 feet
about the level of the valley.
Across the interior, between latitude's 41° and 38°, during the rr,onth
of November, (5th to 25th,) the mean temperature was 29° at sunrise, and
40° at sunset ; ranging at noon (by detatched observations) between
41° and 60°. 'rhere was a snow storm between the 4th and 7th, the
snow falling principally at night, and sun occasionally breaking out in
the day. The lower hills and valleys were covered a few inches deep
with snow, which the sun carried off in a few hours after the storm waa
over.
The weather then continued uninterruptedly open until the close of
the year without rain or snow; and during the remainder of November
generally clear and beautiful; nights and mornings calm, a light breese
during the day, and strong winds of very rar~ occurren~:e. Snow remained only on the peaks of the mountains.
On the western side of the basin, along the base ef the Sierra Nevada,
dnring the two weeks, from the 25th November to the 11th Deceutber,
the mean temperature at sunrise was 11°, and at sunset 34°; ranging at
sunrise from zero t0 2l 0 , and at sunset from 23° to 44°. For ten consecutive days of the same period, the mean temperature at noon was 45°,
ranging from 33° to 56°.
'l'he weather remained open, usually very clear, and the rivers were
frozen.
The winter of '13-'44, within the basin, was remarkable for the same
open, pleasant weather, rarely interrupted by rain or snow. In fact there
is nothing in the climate of this great interior region, elevated as it is,
and surrounded and traversed by snowy mountai11s, to prevent civilized
man from making it his home, and fiuding in its arable parts the means
of a comfortable subsistence ; and this the Mormons will pr9bably soon
prove in the parts about the Great Salt lake. The progress of their settlement is already great. On the first of April of the present year, they
had 3,000 acres in wheat, seven saw and gristmills, seven hundred houses
in a fortified enclosure of sixty acres, stock, and other accompaniments of
a flourishing settlement.
Such is the Great Basin, heretofore characterizeu as a desert, and in
some respects meriting that appellation; bnt already demanding the qualification of great exceptions, and deserviug the full examination of a
thorough exploration.

\
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MARITIME REGION WEST OF THE SIERRA NEVADA.

Wr:sT of the SmRRA NEVADA, and between that mountain and the sea,
is the second grand division of California, and the only part to which the
name applies in the current language of the country. It is the occupied
and inhabited part, and so different in character-so divided by the mountain wall ot the Sierra from the Great Basin above-as to constitute a region to itself, ·with a structure and confignration--a soil, dimate, and productiJns-of its own ; and as northern Persia may be referred to as some
type of the former, so may Italy be referred to as some point of comparison for the latter. North and south, this region embraces abont ten dl}gress of latitude-from 3:2°, where it touches the peninsula of Ualif@rnia,
to 42°, where it bounds to Oregon. East 'and west from the Sierra Nevada to the sea, it will average, in the middle parts, 150 miles; in the
nortl)ern parts 200-giviug an area of above one hundred thousand square
miles. Looking westward frpm the summit of the Sierra, the main feature presented is the long, low, broad valley of the Joaquin and Sacramento rivers-the two valleys forming one-five hundred miles long and
fifty broad, lying along the base of the Sierra, and bounded to the west
by the low coast range of mountains, which separates it from the sea.
Long dark lines of timber indicate the streams, and bright spots mark the
intervening plains. Lateral ranges, parallel to the Sierra Nevada and the
coast, make the structure of the country and break it into a surface of valleys and mountains-the valleys a few hundred, tnd the mountains two ·
to four thousand feet above the sea. 'l'hese form greater masses, and become more elevated in the north, where some peaks, as the Shastl, enter
the rPgions of perpetual snow. Stretched along tb • mild coast of tho
Pacific, with a general elevation in its plains and alleys of only a few
hundred feet above the le\·el of the sea, and backed by the long and
lofty wall of the Sierra, mildness and geniali'ty may be assumed as the
chara')teristic of its climate. 'l'he inhabitant of corresponJing latitudes on
the Atlantic side of this continent can with difficulty conceive of the soft
~ir and southern productions under the same latitudes in the maritime
region of Upper California. The singular beauty and purity of the sky
in the south of this region is charaeterized by Humboldt as a rare phenomenon, and all travellers realize the truth of his description.
The present condition of the country affords but slight data for forming
correct opinions of the agrieultural capacity and fertility of the soil.
Vancouver found at the mission of San Buenaventura, in 1792, latitude
34° 16', apples, pears, plums, figs, oranges, grapes, peaches, and pomegranates growing together with the plautain, banana, cocoa nut, sugar
cane, and indigo, all yielding fruit in abundance and of excellent quality.
Humboldt meutions the olive oil of California as equal to that of Andalusia, and the wine like that of the Canary islands. At present but little
remains of the high and various cultivation which had been attained at
the missions.
Under the mild and paternal administration of the
"Fathers," tl\e docile character of the lndiaus was made available for
labor, and thousands were employed in the fields, the orchards, and the
vineyards. At present but little of this former cultivation is seen. The
fertile valleys are overgrown with wild mustard; vineyards and olive orchards decayed and neglected, are among the remaining vestiges; only
in some places do we see the evidences of what the country is capable.
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At San Buenaventnra we found the olive trees, in January, bending under
the weight of neglected fruit ; and the mission of San Luis Obispo (latitude 35"') is still distinguished for the excellence oi" its olives, considered
finer ,and larger than thol'!e of the Mediterranean.
The productions of the south differ from those of the north and of the
middle. Grapes, olives, Indian corn, have· been its staples, with many
assimilated fruits and grains. Tobacco bas been recently introduced; and
the uniform summer heat which follows the wet season, and is nninterrupted by rain, would make the southern country well adapted to cotton.
Wheat is the first product of the north, where it always constituted the
principal cultivation of the missions. This promises to be the grain
growing region of California. The moisure of the coast seems partic,ularly suited to the potato and to the vegetables common to the United
States, which grow to an extraordinary size.
Perhaps few parts of the world can produce in such perfection s~ great
a variety of fruits and grains as the large and various region enclosing
the bay of San Francisco and drained by its waters. A view of the map
will show that region and its great extent, comprehending the entire valleys of the Sacramento and San Joaquin, and the whole western slope of
the Sierra Nevada. General phrases fail to give precise ideas, and I have
recourse to the notes in my journal to show its climate anq productions
by the test of the thermometer and the state of the vegetable kingdom •

•

VALLEYS OF THE SACRAMENTO AND SAN JOAQUIN.

"rhese valleys are one, discriminated only by tne names of the rivers
which traverse it. It is a single valley-a single geographical formation-near 500 miles long, lying at the western base ot the Sierra Nevada,
and between it and the coast range of mountains, and stretching across
the head of the bay of San Francisco, with which a delta of twenty-five
miles connects it. The two rivers, San Joaquin and Sacramento, rise at
opposite ends of this long valley, receive numerous streams, many of them
bold rivers, from the Sierra Nevada, become themselves navigable rivers,
flow toward each other, meet half way, and enter the bay ot San Francisco together, in the region of tide water, making a continuous water line
from one end to the other.
The valley of San Joaquin is about 300 miles long- and 60 broad, between the slopes of the coast mountain and the Sierra Nevada, with a general elevation of only a few hundred feet above the level of the sea. It
presents a variety of soil, from dry and unproductive to well watered and
luxunantly fertile. The eastern (which is the fertile) side of the valley
is intersected with numerous streams, forming large and very beautiful
bottoms of fertile land, wooded principally with white oaks (quercus long-·
iglanda, Torr. and Frem.) in open groves of handsome trees, often five
or six feet in diameter, and sixty to eighty feet high. Only the larger
streams, which are fifty to one hundred and fifty yards wide, anJ drain
the upper parts of the mountains, pass entirely across the valley, forming
the 1'ulm·e lakes and the San Joaquin river, which, in the rainy season,
make a continuous stream from the head of the valley to the bay. The
foot hills of the Sierra Nevada, which limit the valley, make a woodland
conntry, diversified with undulating grounds and pretty valleys, and
watered with numerous small streams, which reach only a few miles be-'
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yond the hills, the springs which supply them not being copious enough
to carry them across the plains. These afford many advantageous spots
for farms, making sometimes large bottoms of rich moist land. The rolling surface of the hills presents sunny exposures, sheltered from the
winds, and having a highly f..worable climate and suitable soil, are considered to be well adapted to the >Cultivation of the grape, and will probably become the principal vine growing region of California. The uplands bojfering the valleys of the large streams are usually wooded with
evergreen oaks, and the intervening plains are timbered with groves or
belts of evergreen and white oaks among prairie and open land. The
surface of the valley consists of level plains along the Tulare lakes and
San Joaqnin river, changing into undulating and rolling ground nearer
the foot hills of the mountains.
A cnndensed notice from observations, made during several journeys
through the valley, will serve to give some definite ideas of its cl.i mate
and character.
We left the upper settlements of New Helvetia on the 14th December,
and passing through the groves of oak which border the Rio de los
Americanos, directed our course in a southeasterly direction across a plain
toward the Rio de los Cos .um.nes, a handsome, well wooded stream,.
about thirty yards wide. 'fhe Cos um-ne Indians, who gave name to
this river, have been driven away fi·om it within a few years, and dispersed among other tribes; and several farms, of some leagues in extent,
have already been established on the lower part of the stream. We encamped at one of these, about eight miles above th':l junction of the Cosum.ne river with the Mo.kel-nm-ne, which a few miles below enters a
deep slough in the tide water of the San Joaquin delta.
At this place the temperature at sunset was 55°, and at sunrise 27°.
Onr road on the 15th was over the plain between the Cos um-ne and
Mo.kclnrn ne rivers, inclining toward the mountains. We crossed
several wooded sloughs, with ponds of deep water, which, nearer the foot
hills, are running streams, with large bottoms of fertile land; the greater
part of onr way being through open woods of evergreen and other oaks.
The rainy season which commonly begins with November, had not yet
commenced, and the Mo kei•Ulll·ne river was at the low stage usual to
the dry season, and easily forded. This stream is about sixty yards
wide, and the immediate valley some thirty or forty feet below the upland
plain. It has broad alluvial bottoms of very fertile soil, sometimes five
hnndred yards wide, bounded by a low upland, wooded with evergreen
oaks. The weather in the evening was calm, the sky mottled with
clonds, and the temperature at sunset 52°.
Leaving the Mo-kel.um-ne, (December 16,) we travelled about twenty
miles throngh open woods of white oak, crossing in the way several
:stream beds, among them the Calaveras creek. These have abundant
water, with good land abnve; and the Calaveras makes some remarkably
handsome bottoms. Issuing from the woods, we rode about sixteen
miles over an open prairie, part] y covered with bunch grass, the tim bcr reappearing on the rolling hills of the river Stanislaus in the usual belt of
evergreen oaks The river valley was a bon t forty feet below the upland,
and the stream seventy .yards broad, making the uc;;nal fertile bottoms,
which here were covered with green grass among large oaks. We encamped in one of ~he~e :)uttoms, in a grove of the large white oaks previously
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mentioned as quercu.Y longi~landa ~arr. and Prem.) This oak is a
uew species, belongiug to the division of white oaks, distinguished by
the length of its acorn, which is commonly an inch and a half, and sometimes two inches. This long acorn characterizes the tree, which has accordingly been specified by Dr. Torrey- as quercus longiglanda-(long·
acorn oak.'1i') 'l'he tree attains frequently a diameter of six feet, and a
height of eighty feet, with a wide spreading head. 'l'he many varieties
of deciduous and evergreen oaks, which predominate through the valleys
and lower hills of the mountains, afford large quantities of ac ns, which
constitutes the principal food of the Indians of that region. Their great
abu ndauce, in the midst of fine pasture lands, must make them an important elemeBt in the agricultural economy of the country,
The day had been very warm, and at sQ.nset tlae temperature was
55°, and the weather clear aud calm.
At sunrise next morning, the thermometer was at 22°, with a light wind
from the Sierra, N. 75° E., and a clear pure sky, in which the blue line of
the mountain showed distinctly.
The way for about thrre mdes wai
through open woods of evergreen and other oaks, with some shrubbery
intermingled. Amot'lg this was a lupinus of extraordinary size, not yet
in bloom. Emerging from the woods, we travelled in a southeasterly direction, over a prairie of rolling land, the ground becoming somewhat
more broken as we approached the 'l'o.wal-um-ne river, one of the finest
tributaries of the San Joaquin. The hills were generally covered with a
species of geranium, (erodium cicutarium,) a valuable plaut for stock, considered very nutritious. With this was frequently interspersed good and
green bunch grass, aud a plaut commonly called bur clover. 'l'his plant,
which in some places is very abu ndam, bears a spirrally twisted pod, filled
with seeds, which remains on the ground during the dry season, well preserved, and affords good food for cattle until the spring rains bring out new
graiJs. We started a baud of wild horses on approaching the river, and
the Inuians ran off from a village on the bank-the men lurking round to
• observe us. About their huts were the usual acorn cribs, containing each
·some twenty or thirty bushels. We found here excellent grass, and
broad bottoms of alluvial land, open -wooded, with large white oaks of the
new species , 'l'he thermometer, at sunset, was at 54°5, with a calm,
clear atmosphere. Multitudes of geese and other wild fowl made the
night noisy.
In the morning, the sky was clear with an air from S. 55 E , and a hoar
frost covering the ground like a light fall of snow. At sunrise, the thermometer was at 24°.5. Our course now inclined more towards the foot
of the mountain, and led over a broken country. In ·about 17 miles we
reached the river Aux .um -ne, anotherlarge affluent to the San Joaquin,
and continued about six miles up the stream, intending to reach gradually the heart of the mountains at the head of the Lake .Fork of the Tulare.
Wft encamped on the southern side of the river, where broken hills made
a steep bluff, with a narrow bottom. On the northern side was a low
undulating, wood and prairie land, over which a band of about three hun•The names of plants mentioned in this memoir rest on the authority
the specimens have been examined.
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dred elk was slowly coming to water where we halted, feeding as they approached.
December 19th. The weather continued clear and pleasant. 'Ve continued our journey in a southeasterly direction, over a broken and hilly
countty, without timber, and showing only scattered clumps of trees,
from which we occasionally started deer. In a few hours' ride we reache.d
a beautiful country of undulating upland, openly timbered with oaks,
principally evergreen, and watered with small streams. We came here
amollg some villagesoflndiaus,ofthe horse-thief tribes, who received us
in an unfriendly manner; and after a busy night among them, we retreated the next morning to the more open country of the lower hills. Our
party was then a small one of lti men, encumbered with cattle, which we
were driving to the relief of the main body of the expedition, which had
been sent south ward from Walker's lake in the basin, along the (;)astern b'ase
of the Sierra Ne_vada, and to which a valley in the mountain, on the Tulare Lake Fork, had been appointed as a place of meet.ltlg. ·
In the evening, we encamped at an elevation of 1,000 feet above the
sea, latitude 37° U7' 47", still among the hills, on a spring hollow, leading
to the Upper Joaquin river. 'l'he day had been mild, with a faint sun
and elondy weather; and at sunset, there were I:'Ome light clouds in the
sky, with a northeasterly wind, and a sunset temperature of 45°; probably
rcudered lower than usual by the air from the mountains, as the foot-hills
have generally a warmer ter11perature than the open valley. Elk were numcroltS during the day, making, on one occasion, a broken band several
miles in length.
On the 2Lst the thermometer at sunrise was 32°. 6; the sky slightly
clouded, aud in the course of the morning, the cloncls gathered heavy in
the southwest. Our route lay in a southeasterly direction, toward the Upper Jo3quin, crossing, among rolling hills, a large stream and several sandy bods ufaffluents to the main river. On the trees along t!Jese streams,
as well as on the hills, l noticed -mr.sses.
A bout 2 in the afternoon we
reached the upper San J oaq n in. The stream was here about 70 yards
wide, and much too deep to be forded. A little way below, we succeeded
in crossing, at a rapid made by a bed of rock, below which, for several
miles, the river appeared deep and not fordable. We followed down the
stream for six or eight miles, and encamped on its banks, on the verge of
the valley plain. At evenwg rain began to fall, and with this, the spring
properly commenced. There had been ji little rain in November, bnt not
snfficieut to revive vegetation.
December 22.-The temperature at sunrise was 39e>. There had been
heavy rain dming the night, with high wind, and tilis morning, thore was
a thick fog, which began to go oJr at 8 o'clock, when the sun broke
throngh. We crossed an open plain, still in a southeasterly direction,
reachiug, in about twenty miles, the T11lares Lrzke river. This is one of
the largest and handsomest stream~ in the Yalley, being about 100 yards
hroad, and having perhaps, a larger body of fertile land than any other.
The broad alluvial bottoms are well wooded with several species of oaks.
This is the principal affluent to the Tul:\re lake, (the bullrush lake,) a
strip of water about 70 miles long, surrounded by low lands, rank ly
overgrown with bu\lrushes, and receiving ail the rive in the southern
end of the valley. In times of hig'1 watl;r, tL e !aka dischGJrges into the
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Joaquin, making a continuous water line through the whole extent of the
valley.
We ascended this river to its sources in the Sierra Ne\'ada, about 50
miles from the edge of the valley, which we reached again on the 7th of
January, in the neighborhood of the Tulare lake. We found the temperature much the same as in December. Fogs, which ro~e from the lake
in the morning,' were dense, cold, and ;penetrating, but after a few hours
gave place to a fine day. The face of the country had been much improved by the rains which had fallen while we remained in the mountains.
Several humble plants, among them the golden-flowered violet (viola
crysantha) and erodium cicutarium, the first valley flowers of the spring,
which courted a sunny exposu:e and warm sandy soil, were already in
bloom on the southwestern hill slopes. In the foot bills of the mountains
the bloom of the flowers was earlier. We travelled among multitudinous
herds of elk, antelope, and wild horses. Several of the latter, which we
killed for food, were found to be very fat. By the middle of January,
when we had reached the lower San Joaquin, the nevv green grass covered the ground among the open timber on the rich river bottot~ns, and the ·
spring vegetation had taken a vigorous o;tart.
'J'he mean temperature in the Joaquin valley, during the journey, from
the middle of December to the middle of January, was at sunrise 29° and
at sunset 52°, with generally a faint breeze from tile snowy mountains in
the morning, and calm weather at the evening. This was a lower temperature than we had found in the oak region of the mountains bordering
the valley, between 1,00~) and 5,000 feet above the level of the sea, where,
throughout California, I have remarked the spring to be more forward
than in the open valleys below.
During a journey through the valley, between the head of the Tulare
lakes and the mouth of the San Joaquin, from the 19th January to the 1
12th February, the mean temperaturl:) was 38°at sunrise, and 53" at sun, set, with frequent rains. At the end of January, the river bottoms, in
many places, were thickly covered with luxuriant grass more than hal( a
foot high. The Califoruia poppy, ( E'schscholtzia Calijomica,) tb~ characteristic plant of the California spring; memophila insii;nis, one of the
earliest flowers, growing in beautiful fields of a delicate blile, and erodim1~
cicutarium, were beginning to show a scattered bloom. Wild horses were
fat, and a grisly bear, killed on the 2d February, had fonr inches thickness
of fat on his back and belly, and was estimated to weigh a thousand
pounds. Salmon was first obtained on· the 4th February in the To-walum-ne river, which, according to the Indians, is the most southerly stream
in the valley in which this fish is found. By the middle of March, the
:whole valley of the San Joaquin was in the full glory of spring; the evergreen oaks were in flower,geranium cicutarium was generally in b1oom,
occupying the place of the grass, and making on all the uplands a close
sward. '!'he higher prairies between the rivers presented unbroken fields
of yellow and orange colored-fiowers, varieties of Layia and Eschsc!wltzia
Californica and large bouquets of the blue flowering nemoplula nearer
the streams . . 'l'bese made the prevailing bloom, and the sunny hill
slop-es to the n¥er bottom~ showed a vaned growth of luxuriant flowers.
The white oaks were not yet in bloom.
ObsP.rvations made in the valley, from the bend of the Joaquin to the
.Cos-um-ne river, give for the mean temperature, from the lOth to the 22d
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,Jarch, 38° at sunrise, and 56° at sunset, the dew point being 35°.7 at
sunrise, and 47°.6 at sunset, and the quantity of moisture contained in a
cubic foot of air being 2.712 graius, and 4.0U grains, respectively.
A sudden change in the temperature was remarked in passing from th e
'l'o wnl mn ue to the Sta11islaus river, .-th e re bcin& no change in the weather, and the \Vind continuing from the northwest, to which we were
more directly exposed on reachjng the S tanislaus river, wh ere we opened
DU the bay.
In travelliug down to the Stanislaus the mean ternpe:ature
fnr five days (from the lith to the ltith) was 40°.3 at sunrise, 73° at 4
p. m., and 6:~o at sunset; and detached observations gave 66° at 9, a m. ,
77° at noon, and 87° at 2, p. m.
The de\v point was 38°.0, 55".5, 54. 0 • 3 at su_nrise, at 4 in the afternoon,
and at sunset; and the moisture containeci I!l a cubic foot of air 2.878
grains, 5.209 grains, and 4. 927 grains, respectively.
North ot the Stanislans for five days (from 16th to the 21st) the mean
was 36° 6 at sunrise, 57° at 4, p m., and 49° at s.unset. The dew point
was 34°.9 at sun'fise, :H 0 .l at 4, p.m., and 40° .9 at sunset, and the quantity
of moisture in a cubic foot of air 2.67 L grains, 2.983 grains, and 3.2'16
grains at the corresponding times. At :::unrise of the 16th, on the 'rowal·nm ne, the thermometer was at 43~, and at sunrise of the next morn·
ing, on the Stanislaus, at 35°.
.
'rhe temperature was lowest on the night of the 17th. At sunri.e of
the moruing following the thermometer was at 27°, and it was rernmked
that the frost affected several varieties of plants. On the 20th and 21st
there were some showers of rain, the first since the end of February.
These were preceded by southwesterly winds.
,
Durin~ December and the first part of January, which was still at the
season of low waters, we were easily able to ford all the Joaquin tributaries. 'l'hese begin to rise with the rains, and are krpt up by the melt·
ing snows in the summer. At the end of January the Joaquin required
boatlllg throughout the valley, aud the tributaries were forded with difficulty.
·
lu the latter part of Match, of a dry sea11on, (1844.) we were obliged to
boat the Stanislaus, To-wal-nm-ne, and Anx.um-ne, and the Sau Joaquin was no where fordable below the benu where it is joined by the
~longh of tile Tulare lake.
Ou the 13th of March, 1846, we were obliged
to boat the San Joaquin, the river being no where fordable below the
junction .of the slough, and the Indians guided us to some difficult fords
of the large tributaries, where we succeeded to cross with damage to onr
equippage. In Juty of the same year, we boated the San Joaquin below
the Aux-um-ne, it being no where fordable below the bend.
Iu June, 1847, the Joaquin was no where fordable, being several hundreu y<~rds bro:~d t>.s high up as the AII.'C·Um-ne river, even with its banks,
and scattered in sloughs over all its lowPr bottoms. All the largP- tributaries, the Aux-um ne, To-wal-um-ne, Stallislaus, and Mo-kel-um-ne,
reqnired to be boated, and were pouring down a deep volume of water
from the mountains one to two hundred yards wide. The high waters
came from the melting snows, which during the past winter, had accumulated. to a great depth in the mountains, and at the end of June, lay
in the approachf1s to the Bear river pa~s, on a breadth of ten or fifteen
miles, and this below the level of 7,200 feet. In rainy seasons, when the
rains begin with November, and the snows lie on the mountains till July,
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this river is navigable for eight months of the year-the length of time
depending on the season.
The Cos-um.ne was the last tributary of the San Joaquin, and the last
river of its valley coming down from the Sierra Nevada. The Rio de los
Americanos was the first tributary of the valley of the Sacramento, also
coming down, like all the respectable tributaries of both rivers, from the
snowy summit and raiuy sides of the great Sierra. The two valleys are
one, ouly diseriminated in description or reference by the name of the river
whicb traverses the respective halv~s, as seen in the map. We entered
the part of the valley which takes the name of its river, Sacramento, on
the 21st day of March, going north, and continued our observations on
that valley.
We remained several davs on the Rio de los Americanos t& recruit our
animals on the abundant· range between the Sacrameuto and the hills.
During this time the thermometer was at 35° at sunrise, 54° at 9 o'clock
in the morning, 63° at noon, 63° at 2 in the afternoon, 6l Ofat 4, and 53
at sunset; the dew point at corresponding times being 34°.0, 4.9°.9,
4.6°.6, 49° .4, 51 °.6, 43°.7; and the quantity of moismre in a cubic
foot of air being 2.519 grs., 4.235 grs., 3.808 grs., 4.161 grs., 4.4S4 grs.,
3.469 grs.
We left the Rio de los Americanos on the 24th, ten miles above the
mouth, travelling a little east of north, in the direction of the Bear river
settlements, at the foot of the Emigrant Pass. The road led among oak
timber, over ground slightly undulating, covered with grass intermiugled
with flowers. rJ'he thermometer at 4 W&S 76°, and at sunset 61)0; the
weather clear.
At sunrise of the 25th, the temperature was 36°, with an easterly wind
and clear sky. In about thirty miles travel to the llorth, we reached the
rancho of Mr. Keyser, on Bear river, 11n affluent to F'eathn· river, the
largest tributary of the Sacramento. The route lay over an undulating
country-more so as our course brought us nearer the mountains-wooded with oaks and shrubbery in blossom, with small prairies intervening.
Many plants were in flower, ~nd among them the California poppy, un.
usually magnificent. It is the characteristic bloom of california at this
season, and the Bear nver bottoms near the hills were covered with it.
We crossed several small streams, and found the ground miry from the
recent rains. The temperature at 4 in the afternoon was 70", and at sun.
set 58.;>, with an easterly wind, and the night bright and clear.
The morning of the 25th was clear, and warmer than usual; the wind
southeasterly, and the temperature 40°. We travelled across the valley
plain, and in about 16 miles reached Feather river at 26 miles from its
junction with the Sacramento, near the mouth of the Yuvo, so ::ailed
from a village of Indians who live on it. The river has high banks-20
or 3U feet-and was here 150 Turds wide, a 'deep navigable stream.
The Indians aided us across the river witi1 canoes and small rafts. Ex·
tending along the bank in front oftbe village was a range of wicker cnbs
about twelve feet high, partly filled with what is there the ludian's staff
of life·-acorns. A collection of huts, shaped like beehives, with naked
Indians sunning themselves on the tops, and these acorn cribs are the
prominent ohjects in an Inaian village.
There is a fine farm, or raru.:ho, on the Yuva, stocked with about 3,000
head of cattle, and cultivated principally in wheat, with some other grains
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and vegetables, which are carried by means of the river to a market at San
Francisco. Mr. Cordna, a native of Germany, wh.o is proprietor of the place,
informed me that his averase harvest of wheat was about twenty-five
bushels to the acre, which he supposed would be about the product of
the wheat lands in the Sacramento valley. The labor on this and other
farms in the valley is performed by Indians.
The t.emperature here was 74°. at 2 in the afternoon, 71°. at 4, and 69°.
at sum:et, with a northeasterly wind and clear sl\y.
At sunrise of the 27th the temperature was 4:2°., clear, with a northeasterly wind. We travelled northwardly, up the right bank of the river,
which was wooded with large white and evergreen oaks, interspersed
with thickets of shrubbery in full bloom. We made a pl~asant-journey
of twenty seven miles, and encamped at the bend of the river where it
turns from the course across the valley to run southerly to its junction
with the Sacramento. The thermometer at sunset was at67°, sky partially
clouded, with southerly wind.
The thermometer at sunrise on the 28th was at 46°.5., with a northeasterly wind. The roaJ was over an open plain with a few small
sloughs or creeks that do not reach the river. After travelling about fif.
teen miles we encamped on Butte creek, a beautiful stream of clear water
about fifty yards wide, with a bold current mnning all the year. It has
large fertile bottoms, wooded with open groves, and having a luxuriant
growth of pea vine among the grass. Tbe oaks here were gettin g into
general bloom. Fine ranchos have been selected on both sides the
stream and stocked with cattle, some of which were now very fat. A
rancho here is owned 'by Neal, who formerly belonged to my exploring
party. There is a rancheria (Indian village) ne:u by, and some of the
Indians gladly ran races for the head and offals of a fat cow which ha(l
been presented to us. 'l'hey were tntirely naked. 'fhe thermometer at
2 in the afternoon was at 70° ., two hours later at 74°., and 65°. at sunset,
the wind east, and sky clear only in the west.
The temperature at sunrise the next day was 50°, with cumuli in the
south and west, which left a clear sky at 9, with a northwest wind , and
temperature of 64°. We travelled 20 mites, and encamped on Pine
creek, anotht:lr fine stream, with bottoms of fertile land, wooded with
groves of large and handsome oaks, some attaining to six feet in diameter, and forty to seventy feet in height. At 4 in the afternoon the thermometer showed 74° and 64° at sunset; and the sky clear, except in the
horizon.
March 30.-The sun rose in masses of clouds over the eastern mountains. A pleasant morning, with a sunrise temperature of 46°.5, and
some mosquito ~;s-never seen, as is said, in the coast country; but at seasons of h1gh water abundant and venomous in the bottoms of the J:>aqnin
and Sacramento. On the tributaries nearer the mountain but few are seen
and those go with the sun. Continuing- up the valley, we crossed in a
short distauce a large wooded creek, having now about thirty-five feet
breadth of water. Uur road was over an upland prairie of the Sacrm~1eoto,
havmg a yellowish gravelly soil, generally two or three miles from the
river, and twelve or fifteen from the foot of the eastern mountains. On
the we~t it was 25 or 30 miles to the foot of the mountains, which here
make a bed of high and broken rouges. In the afternoon, about half a
wile above its rr.outh, we encamped on Ueer creek, another of these beuu-
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tiful tributaries to the Sacramento. It has the usual broad and fertile
b ottom lands common to these streams, wooded with groves of oak and
a large sycamore, (platrmus or;cidentalis,) distinguished by bearing its
balls in stri11gs of three to five, and peculiar to California. Mr. La~s e n 7
a native of Germany, has established a rancho here, which he has stocked,
an d is gradually bringing into cultivation. Wheat, as generally throu g hout the north country, gives large returns; cotton, planted in the way nf
experiment, was not injured by frost, and succeeded well; and he has late ly
p lanted a vineyard, for which the Sacramento valley is considered to be
si ngularly well adapted. The seasons: are not yet sufficiently understood ,
and too little has been done itl agriculture to affoJ;(l certain knowledge of the
ea pacities of the country. This fimn is in the 40th degree of latitude;
onr position on the river being in 3tP. 571• 00''., and longitude 121°.561•
4,1''· west from Greenwich, aud elevation above the sea 560 ff•et. About
three miles above the mouth of this stream are the first rapids-the pres·
Hilt head of navigation-in the Sacramento river, which, from the rapids
t o its month in the b:J.y, is more than 200 miles long, and increasmg in
breadth frorr1 150 yards to 600 yards in the lower part of its course ..
During six days that we remained here, from the 30tH Mareh to the
fith April, the mean tempPrature was 40° at sunrise, 52°.5. at 9 in the
morning, 57° .2 at noon, 59°.4 at 2 in the afrernwn, 58°.8 at 4, and 58<>
a t sunset; at the correspondiug times the dew point was at 37°.0, 4lu.u,
.38° I, 39°.6, 41 ° 9, 40°. 5; and the moistnre i9 a cubic foot of air 2.838 grs.,
:~179 g'rs., 2.935 grs., 3.0:34 grs., 3.7'66 grs., 3.150 grs., respectively.
i\luch cloudy weather and some silowt!rs of rain, during this interva l,
considerably reduced the temperatme, which rose with fine weather on
the 5th. Salmon was now abundant in the Sacramento. Those which
ve obtained were generally betwen1 three and four feet in length, am\ appeared to be of two distinct kiuds. It is said that as mnny as fonr dtfferent kinds asceud the river at difi'e1ent periods. The great abundance in
which this fish is found gives it an important place among the resoutces
of the country. The salmon crowd iu immense numbers up the Umpqua,
Tlamath, and 'rrinity rivers, and into every little river and creek on the
eoast north of the bay San Francisco, aseending the river Tlamath to the
Jake near its source, which is upwards of 4,000 feet above tbe sea, and
distant from it only about 200 miles.
•
In the evening of the 5t1J we resumed our journey northward, and eni'amped on a little ereek, near the Sacramento, where an entigtaut from "lite
0tates" was establi~hing himself, and had already bui!'t a house. It i" a
. handsome place, wooded with groves of oak, al!d along the creek are
sycamore, ash, cottonwood, and willow. The day was fiue, with a uorthwest wind.
'l'he temperature at sunrise the next day, (April 6th,) was 42°, with a
northeasterly wind. We continued up the Sacramento, which we crossed
in canoes at a farm on the right bank of thP. river. The Sacrameuto \vas
here about 140 yards wide, and with the aetual stage of water, which I
:\'as informed continued several Hwuth~, navigable for a steamboat. We
< ucamped a few miles above, on a creel; wooded priucipully with Lnge
oaks. Grass "·as good and abundant, with wild oats aud pea vine in the
bottoms. The day was fine , with a cod northwestl:'rly breeze, which
}tad in it the air of the high mouutaius. Tbe wild oats here were not
yet headed •
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'T'he snowy peak of Slzastl bore directly north, showing out h!gh above
the other mountains. Temperature at sunset 57°, with a west wind and
sky partly clouded.
Apnl7.-crhe temperature at snnrise was 37°., with a moist air; and a
faintly clouded sky indicated that the w[nd was southerly along the coast.
We travelled toward the Shastl peak, the mountain ranges, on both sides
of the valleys being high · and rugged, and snow-covered. Some remackable pe3ks in the Sierra, to the eiistward, are called the. Sisters, aud,
nearly opposite, the Coast Range shows a prominent peak, which we have
called Mount Linn.
Leaving the Sacramento, at a stream called Red Bank creek, and continuinrs t'J the head of one of its forks; we entered on a high and somewhat broken upland, timbered with at least four varieties of oal{s, with
mansanita {arbutus Menziesii) and other shrubbery interspersed. A remarkable species of pine,, having leaves in threes, (sometimes six to nine
iuches long,) with bluish foilage, and a spreading, oak-shaped top, was
scattered through the timber. l have remarked that this tree grows lower
down the mountains than the other pines, being found familiarly associated
with the oaks, the first met after leaviug tbe open valleys, and seeming to
like a warm climate. Flowers wc>re as usnal 'a bundant. The splendid California poppy characterized all the route along the valley. A species of
-clover was in bloom, aud the berries of the mansauita were beginning
to redden on some trees, while on others they were still in bloom. We.
encamped, at an elevation of about l,UOU feet above the sea, on a large
stream cailed Cottonwood creek, wooded on the bottoms with oaks, and
with cottonwoods along the bed, which is sandy and gravelly. The
water was at this time about twenty yards wide, but is frequently fifty.
cl'he face of the country traversed during the day was gravelly, and the
bottoms of the creek where we encamped have a san dye soit.
There are six or seven r-ancherias of Indians on the Sacramento river
between the farm where we had crossed the Sacramento a,nd the rnouth
of this cre,e k, and many others in the mountains about the beads of these
streams.
The next morning was cloudy, threatening rain, but the sky grew
brighter as thB ~un rose, and a southerly wind changed to northwest,
which brought, as it never fails to bring, clear weather. ·
We continued 16 miles up the valley, and encampted on the Sacramento
river. In the afternoon (April 8) the weather again grew thick, and in
the eveuing rain began to fall in the valley and snow on the mountains.
We were aow near the head of the low·e r valley, and tbefac.eofthe country and the weather began sensibly to show the influence of the rnggeQ;,
mountains which surround and terminate it.
The valley of the Sadameuto is divided into upper and lower~ the
lower two hundred miles long, the upper about one hundred; and the
iatter not merely entitled to the distinction of upper, as being higher up
<HI the river, bn t also as having a superior elevation of some thousands of
feet above it.· The division is strougly and geographically marked. The
Sbastl peak stands at the head of the lower valley, in the forks oft he river,
rising from a base of about 1,(100 feet, out of a forest of heavy timber. h
ascends like an immense column upwards of 14,00\1 feet, (nearly the
trom bvorable points of view, at a di~tance of 140 miles down the \'alley.
bight of Mout Blanc,) the summit glistening with snow, and. visible 1
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The river here, in descending from the upper valley, plunges down
through a canon, falling 2,000 feet in twenty m1le~. This upper valley
is one hundred miles long, heavily timbered, the climate and productions
modified by its altitude, its more northern position, and the proximity and
elevation of the neighboring mountains covered with snow. It contains
valleys of arable land, and is deemed capable of settlement. Added to the
lower valley, it makes the whole valley of the Sacramento 300 miles long.
April 9.-At 10 o'clock the rain which commenced the previous evening had ceased, and the clouds clearing away, we boated the river, aud
continued our journey eastwatd toward the foot of the Sierra. The Sacramento bottoms here are broad and prettily wooded, with soil of a sandy
character. Our way led through very handsome, open woods, principally of oaks, mingled with a considerable quantity of the cak shaped
pine. Interspersed among these were bouquets or thickets of rnansaniti,
and an abuudant white-flowering shrub, uow entirely coVf'red with small
blossoms. 'fhe heail of the valley here (lower valley) is watered by many
small streams, having fertile bottom lands, with a good range of gr::tss and
acorns. In abo'ut six miles we crossed a creek 211 or 25 feet wide, and
'Several miles farther descended into the broad bottoms of a swift stream
about 20 yards wide, called Cow creek, so named as being the range of
a small band of cattle, which ran off here from a ;:>arty on their way to
Oregon. They are entirely wild, and are hunted Jilie other game. A
large band of antelope was seen in the timber, alld five or six deer c3me
darting through the woods. An antelope and several deer were killed.
There appeared to be two species of these deer-both of the kind generally called black-tailed; one, a larger species frequenting the prairies and
lower grounds; the other, much smaller, and found in the mountains
only. The mountains in the northeast were black with clouds when we
reached the creek,•and very soon a fierce hail storm burst down on us, '
scattering our animals and covering the ground an inch in depth· with
hailstones about the size of wild cherries. 'fhe face of the country appeared as whitened by a fall of snow, and the weather became unpleasantly cold. The evening closed in with rain, and thunder rolling around
the hills. Our elevation here was b~tween 1,1101) and 1,100 feet.
At
sunrise the next morning the thermometer was at 33° . The surrounding mountains slwwed a continous line of snow, and the high peaks
looked wintry. Tuming to the southward, we retraced our steps down
the valley, and reached Mr. Lassen's on Deer river, on the evening of the
11th. The Sacrame.nto bottoms between A ntclope and Deer river were
covered with oats, which had attained their full height, growing as in
sown fields. The country here exhibited the matutiry of spring. 'l'he
Califoruia poppy was everywhere fnrming seed pods, and many plants
were in flower and seed together. Some varietit>s of clover were just beginning to bloom. By the middle of the month the seed vessels of the
California pnppy, which, from its characteristic abundance, is a prominent feature in the vegetation, had attained their full size; but the seeds
of this and many other plants, although fully formed, were stilt green
colored, and not entirely ripe. At this time I obtained from the Sau Joaquin valley seeds o( the poppy and other plants, blac.l{ and fully ripe, while
they still remained green in this part of the Sacmrneuto-the effect of a
warmer climate in the valley of the San Joaquin. The mean tempemtnre
for 14 days, from the lOth to l.he 24th of April, was 43"' at sunrise, 58° at
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9 in the morning, 64° at noon, 66° at 2 in the afternoon, 69° at 4, and 58°
at sunset, (l'atitude 40°.) rrhe thermometer ranged at sunrise from 38°
to 51" at 4 (which is the hottest of those hours of the day when the temperature was noted) from 53° to 88°, and at sunset from 49° to 65~'. The
dew point was 40°.3 at sunrise. 47°.3 at 9 in the morning, 46°. 1 at noon,
49°.2 at 2 in the afternoon, 49°.2 at 4, and 46°.6 at sunset; and the
qnantity of moisture in a cubic foot of air at corresponding times was 3
104 grs,3.882 grs, 3.807 grs, 4.213 grs, 4.217 grs, 3.884 grs, resper.tively.
'l'he winds fluctuated between northwest and southeast, the temperature
depending more upon the state of the sky than the direction of windsa clouded sky always lowering the thermorr1eter fifteen or twenty degrees
in a short time. For the greater number of the days above given the 5ky
was covered and the atmosphere frequently thick, with rain a! intervals
from the 19th to the 23d.
On the 25th May we returned to this place (Lassen's) from an excursion to the Upper Sacramento. The plants we haJ left in bloom WPre
now generally in seed; and many, including the qharacteristic plants,
perfectly ripe. The mean temperature of a few days ending May, was
54°.7 at sunrise, 70°.6 at noon, and 67".3 at sunset. Travelling south
into the more open and wider part of the valley, where the bordering
mountains are lower and showed less snow, the temperature increased
rapidly. At the Buttes-an isolat~;d mountain ridge about six miles long
and about 2,690 feet above the sea-the mornings were pleasantly cool
for a few hours, but before ten the heat of the sun became very great,
though usually tempered by a refreshing breeze. The heat was usually
greatest about four 111 the afternoon. The mean temperature from May
27th to June 6th, was 64°. ut sunrise, 79°. at 9 in the morning, 86°. at
noon, 90°. at 2 in the afternoon, 91°. at 4, and 80°. at sunset, ranging from
53°. to 79°. at sunrise, from 85°. to 98°. at four in the afternoon, and
from 73°. to 89°. at sunset. The place of observation wa~ at the eastern
base of the Buttes, about 800 feet above the sea, latitude 39° 121, and one
of the warmest situations in the Sacramento valley. -:At corresronding
times the dew point was at 56°.5, 62".4, 66°.5, 68°.2, 66°.6, 66°.9, and
the qnantityofmoisture in a cubic foot of air 5.253 grs, 6.318 grs, 7.191
grs., 7.495 grs, 7.164 grs., and 7.269 grs., respectively. We feel the beat
here more sensibly than at any other place where our journeying brought
us in California. The hunters always left the camp before daylight, and
were in by nine o'clock, after which the sun grew hot. Ganw was very
fat and abundant; upwards of eighty deer, elk, and bear were Jdlled in
one morning. 'l'he range consisted of excellent grasses, wild oats itt
fields, red and other varieties of clover, some of which were now in
mature seed and others beginning to flower. Oats were now dryiug in
level places where exposed to the full influence of the sun, remaitJing green
iu moister places and on the hill slopes.
The mean temperature of the open valley b~tween the Buttes and thfl
American fork from the 8th to the 21st June, was 57°. at sunrise, 74° at
niue in the morning, 85~' at noon, 87° at two in the afternoon, 88°. at
four, and 77°. at sunset; ranging at sunrise from 5l 0 • to 6 l '-'. ; at 4 from
81°. to ~l7°., and at sunset from 71.0 • to 85°. The dew point at corresponding times was 52°.8, 58°.8, 52°.1, 66°.8, 62°.5. 60".7, and the quantity of uwi~ture ltl a cnbic foot of air being 4.ti85 grs., 5.709 grs., 6.32U
grs, 7.217 grs., 6 377 grs., 5.973 grs., respectively.
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Western slope of the SiPrra Nevada.- The western flauk of this Sierra
bel·Jngs to the maritime region of California, and is capable of adding
greatly to its value. It is a long wide slope, timbered aud grassy, with
intervals of arable land, copiously wateretl with numerous and bold
streams, and without the cold which its name and altitude might imply.
In length rt is the whole extent of the long valley at its base-five hundred nules. lu breadth, it is from forty to seventy miles from the summit
of the mountain to the termination of the foot bills iu the edge of the vallP-ys below, aud almost the whole of it available for some usetul purposetiolber, pasturage, some arable laud, mills, quarries-~nd so sitnated as
to be conveuieut for use, the wide slope of the moun·tain being of easy
and practicable descent. Timber hf>lds the tirst place in the ad vantages
of this :,lope, the whole being heavily wooded, first with oaks, which predominate tT> abont half the elevation of the mountain ; and theu with
pines, cypress, aud cedars, the pines predominating; and hence, called
the pine region, as that below is called the Ollk rt>gion,. though mixed
witl1 other trees. The highest summits of the Sierra are naked, ma~sive
granite r€lck, covered with snow, in sheltered places, all the year round.
'l'11e oaks are several varieties of white and bl·ack oak, and evergreeus,
some ofthem resembling live oak. Of the whitfl oak there are some new
speeies, attaining a handsome elevation, upon a stem six feet in diameter.
Acorns of uuconmwn l'ize, and not bad taste, used regularly for food by the
l11d~aus, abound on these trees, and will be of great value for stock. The
cypress, pine, and cedar, are between 100 and 250 feet high, and five to
twelve feet iu diameter, with clean solid stems. Grass abounds o.n almost
all parts of the slope,· except towards the highest summits, and is fresh
aud green <'ill the year round, being neither killed by cold in the wmter,
nor dried by want of raiu iu tire summer. 'l'he foot hills .of the slope
are sufficie11tly fertile and gentle to admit of good settlements; while
valleys, coves, beaches, and meadows of arable land are found throughout.
Many of the numerous streams, some of them amountiug to considerable
rivers, which flow down the mountain side, make handsome, fertile valleys. All tl1ese streams furnish good water po\ver. The climate i.n
the lo\\'er part of the slope is that of constant spring, while above the cold IS
. trot in proportion to the elevation. Such is the general view of the western slope ot the great Sierra; but deeming that all general views should
rest upon positive duta, I add some notes tal{ en from· actual observations
lllCJ.de in different ascents and descents in the winter and spring of 1845'46, and in difi'erent degrees of latitude, from 35° to 41°.
lJecember 4, 1845.-Descent from the pass, at the head 'of Salmon
'l'ront river, latitnde 39'"' l7', elevation 7,200 feet. At 3 in the afternoon
the temperature at 46°, at sunset 3tl 0 , at sunrise next morning 22"'; the
sky perfectly clear; 110 S!Jow in the pass, but much on the mouutain tops.
Here the preseut emigrant road now crosses. A fork of Bear river (a considerable stream tributary to Feather river, which falls iuto the SacraJUP.llt£>) leads Jrom the pass, and the road follows it; bnt finding this a
rugged way, we turned to the south, and encarnped in a mouJJtam meadow of good green grass. A yellow moss very abundant on the 11orth
sides of the pines.
December 6.-The route was over good travelling ground, through open
piue f<1rest on a 1>road, leading ridge, affordiug an excelleut road. A species of cedar ( 1'/wya gigantea) occurred, often of extraordinary height
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Pinus lambertiani was one of the most frequent t'rees, dis-

among cone-bearing tribes by the length of its coues, »>rnetimes si~teen or eighteen inches long. 'l'he Indians eat the muer part of
the burr, and large heaps of them were seen where they had been col·
ler:ted. Leaving the higher ridges, and gaining the smoother spurs, a11d
descending about 4 OlJO feet, the face of the couutry changed rapidly.
The country became low, rolling, and pretty; the pines began to disap.
pear, and varieties of oak, and principally an evergreen resembling li~·e
oak, became the predominating forest growth. These oaks bear great
quantities of large acorns, the principal food of all the wild l11dians. At
a village of a few huts which we came upou, there was a large supply of
these acorns-eight or ten cribs of wicker work, containing about twenty
bushels eac~L The best acoms are obtained from a large tree b6longiug to
tile division of white oaks, which is very abundant, and generally forms the
grnves on the bottom lands of the streams--standmg apart, with a clean
undergrowth of grass, giving them the appearance of cultivated parks. It
is a noble forest trf'e, alfeady mentioned as a new species, sixty to eighty
11.•.-t high, 'Yith a tufted summit of spreading branches, and frequently
attains a diameter of six feet. The largest we measured reached eleven
feet. 'l'he evergreen oaks generally have a low growth, with long
braucbes and spreading tops. Some of them are suitable for ship timber,
and have already been used for that purpose.
.
At our eveuing encampment of the 8th, which was at an elevation of
•
five hundred feet above tile sea, latitude 38° 53', and distant from the
seacoast about one hundred miles, the temperature at sunset was 48°,
the sky clear and calm, weather delightful, and the vegetation thilt of
early spring. We were still upon the , foot hills of the mountain, where
the soil is sheltered by woods, and where rain falls much more frequently
than in the open SacramentO valley, near the edge of which we then
were. I have been in copious, continuous rains of eighteen or twenty
hnnr's dnration in the oak region of t~e mountain, when uot a drop
fell in the valley below. Innumerable small streams have their nse
aud course throug-h these foot hills, which never reach the riv€r of the
valley, but are at1sorbed in its light soil. The large streams comiug from
the upper parts of the mountain make valleys of their own, of fertile soil,
covered with luxuriant grass and interspersed with groves. This is the
general character of the foot hills throughout the entire length of the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys-a broad belt of country, and prnbably de~tined to become a vine growiug, as well as a grain and pastural
country.
December 9.-Entered the valley of the Sacramento. Fresh green
grass for eight or ten miles into the valley, cattle feeding upon it, or lying
nudt~t· the :;hade of trees-the shade beiug pleasant to our own feelings.
Further in, toward'S the middle of the valley, where the spring rains had
110t yet commenced, the country loo\(ed parched and dry, tbe grass eaten
d!lwn by tl1e cattle, which were quite fat and fine beef.
Ascent, December and January, 1815-'46, latitude 37°. Entering the
mountain by the R.iiJ J:l,yP.s of Tulare lake, (Oecerllber 24,) we I(Jund
it>: geueral eharacter very similar to what it was in the more northern
part, (lautnde 39°,) the timber perhaps less heavy aud more open, aud tile
mountain generally mnre rongh, extremely rocky in thflupper parts, bnt
wooded up to the granite ridges which compose its rocky emineuces. At
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the elevation of 3,500 feet the ridges were covered with oaks and pines
intermixed, and the bottom lands with oaks, cott0nwood, and sycamores.
SmaiL varieties of evergreen oaks reached the observed height of 9,4tl0
feet, at which el vevation pinus lambertiani, and other varieties of pine,
fir, and cypress, were large and lofty trees. During the latter part of December and first days of January, the averag~ temperature of the oak region, going to about 5,000 feet above the sea, was at sunrise 34° .6' , and
at sumet 50°.5'. In the piney region, between this height and l, 100 feet,
the average-at sunrise was 28°.7', and at sunset 30°.4'. The lowest observed temperature was at sunset of January 1, when the sky had entirely
cleared after a severe snow storm. The thermometer then stood at 8°.5',
the erevation above the sea being 9,400 feet. Descending to the oak region, spring weather, rain and sunshine prevailed. At an elevation of
4,500 feet the temperature, at the night encampment of the 3d day of January, was 38° at sunset, and the same at sunrise, the grass green, and
growing freshly under the oaks . The snow line was then at about 6,000
feet above the level of the sea. Rain had begun to fall in the valley of
the San Joaquin in this latitude (37°) on the 20th of December, and snow
at the same titne upon the summit. of the mountain. The mean tempera. ture of the mountain during this ascent and descent (December 24 to January 8) was 3 Lo .6' at sunrise, 40°.4' at sunset.
lJescent by Mr. Kern's party, latitude 35° .30', December and January.
Mr. Kern, with a detatcbed party, had crossed the Sierra about one hundred miles further south, nearly opposite the head of the Tulare l<\kes, and
remained encamped in a valley or cove, near the summit of the Sierra, at
the head of Kern's river, from December 27th to January 17th; the cove
well wooded with evergreen oaks, some varieties of pine, firs and cedars,
maintaining the usual majestic growth which characterizes the conebearing trees of the Sierra. Until the 12th of January the weather was
almost that of summer, when the rains commenced, which was almost
three weeks later than in latitude 37°. The 17th there was a fall of
snow, washed off in the cove by a rain in the afternoon, the high ridges
remaining covered a foot deep. The mean temperature in the cove from
December 27th to January 17th was at sunrise 26°, at noon 6U 0 , at sunset
52°. After that, snow and rain, alternated wi th sunshine, snow remaining on the ridges, and winter set in fairly on all the upper half of the
mountain.
Ascent about latitude 41°, (Apri'l and May,) April 26, 1846-head of the
lower Sacramento valley. Left the river Sacramento, going up one of the
many pretty little streams that flow into the river around the head of the
lower val'ley. On either side low, steep . ridges were covered along their
summits with pine,andoaks ,occupied thesomewhat broad bottoms of the
creek. Snowy peaf\s made the horizon on the right, and the temperature at
noon was 7l 0 , but the day was still and hot. 'I' he small streams are numerous here, and have much bottom land; grass and acorns abundant, and
both of excellent quality. Encamped in the evening in latitude 40° 3t:l'
58", elevation above the sea 1,080 feet, temperature. at sunset 56°, weather
pleasant. Grisly bears numerous, four bemg killed by the hunters after
we had encamped.
April27.-Found, a good way along a fiat ridge, a pretty, open mountain stream on th.e right, the country beginning to assume a mountainous
character, wooded with mingled oak and long-leaved pine, and having a
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surface of scattered rocks, with grass and flowers. At noon, crossing a
hi~h ridge, the therrpometer showed 61°. At night, at an elevation of
2,460 feet, we encamped on a creek that went roaring into the valley;
temperature at sunset 52°.
28th, continued up the stream on which we had encamped, the country
risiug rapidly, clothed with heavy timber. On crossing one of the high
ridges, suow and pinus lambertiani appeared together. An hour before
noon reached the pass in the main ridge, in an open pine forest, elevation 4,600 feet, thermometer at 50°, latitude near 41°. Snow in patches,
and deciduous oaks mixed with the pines.
Returning upon a different line, towards the lower valley of the Sacramento, near its head, we found in the descent a truly magnificent forest.
It was composed mainly of a cypress and a lofty white cedar, ( Tlwya
g-iiJantea,) 120 to 140 feet high, common in the mountains of California.
All were massive trees, but the cypress was distinguished by its uniformly great bulk. None were seen so large as are to be found in the
coast mountains near Santa Cruz, but there was a great nnmber of large
trees-seven feet being a common diameter-carrying the bulk eighty or
, 1.l hundred feet without a limb.
At an elevation of four thousand six:
hundred feet the temperature at sunset was 48°, and at sunrise 37°. Oaks
already appeared among the pines, but did not yet show a leaf. In the
meadow marshes of the forest grass was green, but not yet abundant, and
the deer were poor. Descending the flanks of the mountain, which fell
gradually towards the plain, the way was throngh the same deep forest.
At the elevation of about 3,01)0 feet the timber had become more open,
t!1e hills rolling, and many streams made pretty bottoms of rich grass;
the black oaks in full and beautif~1l!eaf were thickly studded among the
open pines, which had become much smaller and fewer in variety, and
when we halted near mid day, at an elevation of 2,200 feilt, we were in
one of the most pleasant days of late spring, cool and sunny, with a pleasant breeze, amidst a profusion of various flowers, many trees in dark
summer foliage, and some still in bloom. Among these the white spikes
of the horse chestnut, common through all the oak region, were conspicuous. We had again reached summer weather, and the temperature at
noon was 70..:>.
In the afternoon we descended to the open valley of the Sacramento,
l,OOU feet lower, where the thermometer was 6S 0 • at sunset, and 54.:>. at
sum·be. This was the best timber region that I had seen, and the more
valuable from its position near the head of the lower valley of the Sacra·
men to, and accessible frQJn its waters.
·
Buy of San l•'rancisco and dependent country.-'rhe bay of San Francisco has been celebrated, from the time of its first discovery, as one of the
finest in the world, and is justly entitl ed to that cbar~cter even under the
seaman's view of a mere harbor. But when all the accessory advantages
which belong to it-fertile and picturesque dependent country; mildness
and salubrity of climate; connexion wtth the great interior valley of the
Sacramento and San J oaqnin; its vast resources for ship timber, grain, and
cattle-when these ad vantages are taken into the account, with its geographical position on the line o.f comrnumcation with Asia, it rises inro an importance far above that of a mere harbor, and deserves a particular notice
in agy account of maritime Califoruia. Its latitudinal position is that of
Lisbon, its climate is that of southern Italy; settlements upon it for more
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than half a 'century attest its healthiness; bold shores and mountains
give it grandenr. the extent and fertility of its depen~ent country give it
great resources for agriculture, commerce, and population.
The bay of San Francisco is separated from the sea by low mountain
ranges. Looking from the peaks of tl:le Sierra Nevada, the coast mountains present an apparently continuous line, with only a single gap, resembling a mountain pass. 'l'his is the entrance to the great bay, and
is the only water commun'ication from the coast to the interior country.
Approaching from the sea, the coast presents a bold outliue. On the
south, the bordering mountains come down in a narrow ridge of broken
hills, terminating in a p'recipitous point, against wl1ich the sea breaks
heavily. On the northern side, the mountain presents a bold promontory,
rising in a few miles to a height of two or three thousand feet. Between these points is the strait, about one mile broad in. the narrowe~t
part, and five miles long from the sea to the bay. Passmg through this
gate/~ the bay opens to the right and left, extending in each direction about
35 miles, having a tota l iength of more than 70, and a coast of about
275 miles. It is divided by straits and projeeting points into th)"ee .sepa·
rate bay~, ofwhich the northern two are called San Pablo and Smsoon
bays. Within, the view presented is of a mountainous country, the bay
resembling an interior lake of deep water, lying between parallel ranges
of mountains. Islands, which have the bold character of the shoressome mere masses of rock, and others grass-covered, rising to the height
of three and eight hundred feet-break its surface, and add to its picturesque appearance. Directly fronting the entrance, I'flOtJntains a few
miles from the shore rise about 2,000 feet above the water, crowned by a
f<lrest of the lofty cypress, which is visible from the sea, and makes. a conspicuous landmark for vessels entering the bay. Behind, the rngged
peak of Mmmt Diavolo, nearly 4.,000 feet high, (3,770,) overlooks the
surrounding country of the bay anu San Joaquin. 'rhe immediate shore
of the bay derives, from its proximate and opposite relation to the sea, the
name of contra costa (counter·coast,or opposite coast.) It presents a varied character of rugged and broken hills, rolling and undulating land,
and rich a lin vial shores backed by fertile and wooded ranges, snita ble for
towns, villages, and farms, with which it is beginning to be dotted. A
low alluvial bottom land, several miles in breadth w1th occasional open
woods of oak, borders the foot of the mountains around the southern c.rm
of the bay, terminating on a breadth, of twenty miles in the fimile valley
at St. Joseph, a narrow plain ofrich soil, lying between ranges from two
to three thousand feet high. The valley is openly wooded with groves
of oak, free from underbrush and after the spring r~ins covered with grass.
Taken in connexion with the valley of San Juan, with which it forms a
continuous plain, it is fifty-five miles long and one to twenty bro11d,
opening into smaller valleys among the hills. At the huad of the bay it
is twenty' miles· broad, and about the same at the southern end, whe•e the
soil is beautifully fertile, covered in summer with four or five varieties of
·.Called Chrysopylre (Golden gale) on th~ map, on the same principle that the ha1·bor of By·
zantium (Constanunople afterward~) was callctl Chrysnceras, (!\olden horn) The form of the
harbor, and its advantages for commerce, (and that before it became an entrepot of eastern commerce,) suggested the name to the Greek founders of Byzantium. The f<>rm of the entran ce
into the ~ay ?f S.1 n Fra ncisco, and its advant~ges for commerce, (Asiatic inclusive,) suggest the
name wh1ch 1s g1ven to tlus entrance.
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wild clover several feet high. In many places it is overgrown with wild
mustard, growing ten or twelve feet high, in almost irnpene~rable fields,
through which ronds are made like lanes. On both sides the mountains
are fertile, wooded, or covered with grasses and scattered trees. On the
west it is protected from the chilling iufluE;nce of the northwest winds by
the westa de los gatos, (wild cat ridge,) which separates it from the coast.
This is a grassy anq timbered mountain, watered with small streams, and
wooded on both sides with many varieties of trees and shrubberv, the
heavier forests of pine and cypress occupying the westet:n slope. crimber
and shingles are now optained from this. mountain; and one of the re.
cently discovered quicksil'ver mines is on the eastern side of the mountain, near the Pueblo of San Jose. This range terminates on the snuth
in the Anno Nuevo point of Monterey bay, and on the north declines into
a ridge of broken hills about five miles wide, between the bay and the
sea, and having the town of San Francisco on the bay shore, near its
northern extremity.
Sheltered from the cold winds and fogs of the sea, and having a soil of
remarkable f(~rtility, the valley of St. Joseph (San Jose) is capable of producing in great perfection m·any fruits and grains which do not thrive on
the coast in its immediate vicinity. Without taking into consid13ration
the extraordinary yields which have sometimes occurred, the fair average produet of wheat is estimated at fifty fold, or fifty for one sown. The
mission establishments of Sana. Clara and San Jose , in the trorth end of
the valley' were formerly, in the prosperous days of the missions, distinguished for the superiority of their wheat crops.
The slope ofalluvia:lland continues entirely around the eastern shore
of the bay, intersected by small streams, and offering some points which
good landing and deep water, with advantageous positions bet1Veen the
sea and interior country, in~icate for future settlement.
The stra-it of Carqrtines, about one mile wide and eight or ten fathoms
deep, connects the San Pablo arrd Suisoon bays.
Around these bays
smaller valleys open into the bordering country, and some of the streams
have a short launch navigation, which serves to convey produee to the
bay. Missions ,and large farms were established at the bead of uavigation
on these streams, which are favorable sites for towns or villages . The
country around the Suisoon bay presents smooth low ridges and rounded hills, clothed with wild oats, and more or less openly woodecl on their
summits. Approaching its northern shores from Sonorrw it assumes,
though in a state of nA.ture, a c.ultivated and beautiful appearance.
Wild oats cover it in continuous fields, and herds of cattle and bands of
horses are scattered over low hills and partly-isolated ridges, where bh.ie
mists and openings among the abrubtly terminating hills indicate the
neigborhood of the bay.
The S11isoon is connected with an expamion of the river formed by the
junction of the Sacramento and San Joaquin; which enter the Francisco
bay in the same latitude, nearly, as the motith of the Tagus at Lisbon.
A delta of twenty-five miles in length; divided Into islands by deep channels, connects the bay with the vatley ofthe San Joaquin and Sacramento,
into the mouths of which the tide flows, and which enter the bay togeth er as one nver.
Snch is the bay, and the prox\mate country and shores of. the bay of
San F ranctsco. It is not a mere indentation of the coast, but a little sea to
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itself, connected with the ocean by a defensible gate, opening out between
::.eventy aud eighty miles to the right and left, upon a breadth of ten to
fifteen, deep enough tor the largest ships, with bold shores suitable for
towns and settlements, and fertile aclja~eut country for cultivation. The
head of the bay is about forty mile's from the sea, and there commences
its connexion with the noble valleys of the Sar~ Joaquin and Sacramento.
Coast Cotllltry north of tlte bay of San Francisco.-Between the Sacramento valley and the coast, north of the bay of San Francisco, the country is
broken into mountain ridges and rolling hilts, with many very fertile valleys
made .by lakes and small streams. Iu the interior it is wooded generally,
with oak, and immediately along the coast pres.e nts open prairie lands,
among heavily timbered forests, having a greater variety of tree>:, and
occasionally a larger growth than the timbered region of the Sierra Nevada. In some parts it is entirely covered, in areHs of many miles, with a
close growth of wtld oats, to tne exclusion of almost every other plant.
In the latter part of June and beginning of July, we found here a climate
sensibly different from that of the Sacramento valley, a few miles east,
being much cooler . and moister. In clear weather the mornings were
like those of the Rocky mountains in August, pleasant and cool, following cold clear nights. In that part lying nearer the coast, we found the
mornings sometimes cold, accompanied with chilling winds, and fogs
freqtiently carne rolling up over the ridges from the sea. These sometimes rose -at evening and continued until nqon of the next day. They
are not dry, but wet mists, leaving the face of the country cov~red as by
a drizzling rain. This sometimes causes rust in wheat grown within its
iuflu ence, but vegetables flourish and attain extraordinary size.
I learned from Captain Smith, a resident at Bode:;:a, that the winter
months make a delightful season-rainy days (generally of warm showers) alternating with . mild and calm, pleasant weather and pure bright
skies-much preferable to the summer when the fogs and stro~1g northwest
winds, which prevail during the greater part of the year, make the morning part ot the day disagreeably cold.
0 wing probably to the fogs, spring is earlier along the coast than in the
interior, where, during the interval between the raius, the ground becomes
very dry. Flowers bloom in December, and by the beginning of February grass acquires a strong and luxuriant growth, and fruit trees (peach,
pear, apple, &c.,) are covered with blossoms. In situations immediately
open to the sea, the fruit ri'pens late, generally at the end of August, being
retarded by the chilling influence of the northwest winds; a short distance inland, where intervening ridges obstruct these wmds and shelter
the face of the country, the;e is a different climate and, a remarkable dif.
ference in the time of ripenwg fruits; the beat of the sun has full influence on the soil, and vegetation goes rapidly to perfection.
The country in July began to present the dry appearance common to
all California as the summer advances, except along the northern coast
within the influence of the fogs, or where the land is sheltered by forests,
and in the moist valleys of streams and coves of the hilts. In some of
these was an uncornmonly luxnriant growth of oats, still partially green,
while elsewhere they were dried up; the face of the country presenting
generally a mellow .and ripened appearanc~, and th~ small streams beginlling to, lose their v<Jlume and draw up .mto the ht~ls.
This northern part of the coast country IS heavily timbered, more so as
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it goes north to the Oregon boundary, (42;:>,) with many bold streams falling directly into the sea.
1'lte country between the hays of San F'ranscisco and Monterey.-ln
the latter part of JanTiary, 184.6, a few shrubs and flowers were already in
bloom on the sandy shore of Monterey bay (lat. 36° 40'.) Among these
were the California poppy, and nemophila iusignis.
On the 5th of l''ebruary, I fonnd many shrubs and plants in bloom, in
the coast mountains bordering St. Joseph's valley, between Monterey and
the bay of San Francisco, and vegetation appeared much more green rmd
spring-like, and further advanced thao in the plains. About the middle
of February I noticed the geranium in flower in the valley, and from that
time vegetation began generally to bloom. Cattle were obtained in February from ranchos among the neighboring hills, extremely fat, selected
from the herds in the range.
During the months of January and February, rainy days alternated
with long intervals of fair aud pleasant weather, which is the eharaoter of
the rainy season in California. The mean temperature in the valley of
St. Joseph-open to the bay of San Francisco-from the 13th to the 22d
of February, was 50° at sunrise and 61° at sunset. The oaks in this valley, especially along the foot of the hills, are partly covered with long
hanging moss-an indication of much humidity in the climate.
•
We remained several days, in the latter part of February, in the upper
portion of the coast mountain between St. Joseph and Santa Cruz. 'l'he
place of our encampment was 2,000 feet above the sea, and was covered
with a luxuriant growth of grass, a foot high in many places. At sunme the temperature was 40°, at noon 60° , at 4 in the afternoon 65° , and
63° at sunset, with very pleasant weather. The mountains were wooded with many varieties of trees, and in some parts with heavy forests.
These tOrests are characterized by a cypress (taxodium) of extraordinary
dimensions, already mentioned among the trees of the Sierra Nevada,
, which is distinguished among the forest trl3es of America by its superior
size and height. Among many which we measured in this part of the
mountain, nine and ten feet diameter was frequent-eleven sometimes,
but going beyond eleven only in a single tree, which reached fourteen
feet in diameter. Above two hundred feet was a frequent height. In
this locality the bark was very deeply furrowed, and unusually thick, being fully SIXteen inches in some of the trees. 'l'he tree was now in bloom,
flowering near the summit, and the flowers consequently difficult to pro.
cure. 'l'his is the staple timber tree of the country, being cut into both
boards and shingles, and is the principal timber sawed at the mills. lt is
soft, and easily worked, wearing away too quickly to be used for floors.
It seems to have all the durability which anciently gave the cypress so
much celebrity. Posts which have been exposFd to the weather for three
quarters of a century (since the foundation of the missions) show no
marks of decay in the wood, and are now converted into beams and posts
for private buildings. In California this tree is called the palo colorado.
It is the king of trees.
Among the oaks is a handsome lofty evergreen species. specifically
different from those of the lower grounds, and in its general appearance
much resembling hickory. The bark is smooth, of a white color, and
the wood hard and close-grained. It seems to prefer the north hillsides,
where some were nearly four feet in diameter and a hundred feet high.
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Another remarkable tree of these woods is called in the language of the
country madrono. It is a beautiful evergreen, with large, thick, and glossy digitate leaves, the trunk and branches reddish-colored, and having a
smooth and singularly naked appearance, as if the bark had been
stripped off. In its green state the wood is brittle, very heavy, hard, and
close-grained ; it is said to assume a red color when dry, sometimes variegated, and susceptible of a high polish. This tree was found by us only
in the mountains. Some measured nearly four feet in diameter, and were
about sixty feet high.
A few scattered flowers were now showing throughout the forest, and
on the open ridges shrubs were flowering; but the bloom was not yet
general.
On the 25th of February we descended to the coast near the northwest.
ern point of Monterey bay, losing our fine weather, which in the evening
changed into a cold southeasterly storm, continuing with heavy and constant rains !or several days.
During this time the mean temperature was 53° at sunrise, 56°.5 at
9h., a.m., 57°.5 at noon, 54°.5 at 2h. in the afternoon, 53°.4 at 4, and
52°.7 at sunset. On the 28th, a thick fog was over the bay and on the
mountains at sunrise, and the thermometer was at 38°-15° below the
ordinary temperature-rising at 9 o'clock to 59°. 'l'hese fogs prevaia
along the coast during a greater part of the summer and autumn, but do
not cross the ridges into the interior. This locality is celebrated for the
excellence and great size of its vegetables, (especially the Irish potato and
onions,) with which, for this reason, it has for many years supplied the
shipping which visits Monterey. A forest of palo colorado at the foot of
the mountains in this vicinity is noted for the great size and height of the
trees. I measured one which was 275 feet in height, and fifteen feet in
diameter three feet above the base. Though this was distinguished by
the greatest girth, other surrounding trees were but little infedor in size
and still taller. Their colossal height and massive bulk gave an air of.
grandeur to the forest.
'rhese trees grow tallest on the bottom lands, and prefer moist soils and
north hillsides. In situations where they are protected from the prevail·
ing northwest winds, they shoot up to a great height; hut wherever their
heads are exposed, these winds appear to chill them and stop their growth.
They then assume a spreading shape, with larger branches, and an apparently broken summit.
The rain storm closed with February, and the weather becoming fine,
on the first of March we resumed our progress along the coast. Over the
face of the country between Santa Cruz and Monterey, and around the
plains of St John, the grass, which had been eaten down by the large
herds of cattle, was now· everywhere springing up; flowers began to
show their bloom, and in the valleys of the mountains bordering the Salinas plains, (a plain of some 50 miles in length, made by the Salinas
river,) wild oats were three feet high, and well headed by the 6th of
Mar h.
·
l uring three days that we remained on one of these mountains, at an
elevation of 2,200 feet above the sea, and in sight of Mont.erey, the mean
temperature was 44° at sunrise, 55° at 9 in the morning, 60° at noon, 620
at 2 in the afternoon, 57° at 4, and 53° at sunset. At the samA hours the
dew point was at 42°.0, 48°.1, 52° .8, 54°.9 1 52°.9, 51° .6, and the quantity of
moisture in a cubic foot of air, 3.283 grs., 3.982 grs., 4.726 grs, 4,972
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grs., 4.682 grs., and 4.558 grs., respective!y. The weather remain~d
bright and pleasant; fogs sometimes covering the· mountains at sunrise,
but going off in a few hours. These are open mountains, unlimbered,
but fertile in oats and other grasses, affording fine -range for cattle. Oa!{ s
and pines are scatered thinly over their upper parts, and in the higher and
more expo{led situations the evergreen oaks show the course and influence
of lh!J northwest winds, stunted and blighted by their chillness, ' bent to
the ground by their force, and growing in that form.
Descending into the valley of the San Joaqujn, (March 11,) we found
almost a summer temperature, and the country clothed in the floral beauty
()f advanced spring.
.
Southern country and rainy season, (latitudes 32°-35°.)-South of
Point Concepcion the climate· and general appearance of the country exhibit a marked change. The coast from that cape trends almost directly
east, the face of country · has a more southern exposure, and is sheltered by ranges of low mountains from the violence and chilling effect of
the northwest winds; hence the climate is still more mild and .genial,
fostering a richer variety of productions, differing in kind ·from those of
the northern coast.
The face of the country along the coast is generally naked, the lower
hills_and plains devoid of trees, during the summer heats parched amd
bare, and water sparcely distributed. The higher ridges and :the country
in their immediate vicinity are always ·more or less, and sometimes prettily wooded. These usually afford water and good green grass throughout the year. When the plains have become dry, parched, and bare of
grass, the cattle.go·up.into these ridges) where, with cooler weather and
shade, they find water and good pasture. .Jn the dryest part of the year
we found sheep and cattle fat, and saw flowers .bl.ooming in aU the months
of theyear. Along the foot of.the main ridges the soil is rich and com-paratively moist, wooded, with grass and water abundant; lind many locali lies would afford beautiful and productive farms. The ranges of the
Sierra Nevada (here approaching its termination) still remain high, some
peaks always retaining snow, and afford copious streams, which run all
the year. Many of these .streams are absorbed in the light soil of the
ta·rger plains before they reach the sea. ·Properly directed, the water of these
rivers is sufficient to spread cultivation over the plains. Throughout the
country every i:'lrm or rancho has its own springs or running streams sufficient for the support of stock, which hitherto has made the chief objeet
ofindustrv in California.
The soft is generally good, of a sandy or light character, easily cultivated, and in many places of extraordinary fertility. Cultivation h_as always been ' by irrigation, .and the soil seems to require only water to produce vigorously. Among the arid brush-covered hills south. of San l)iego
we found little valleys converted by a single spring into crowded garden~?,
where pears, peaches, quinces, pomegranates, grapes, olives, and other
fruits gro\v luxuriantly together, the little stream acting upon them like a
principle of life. 1'he southern frontier of this portion of California
seems eminently adapted to the cultivation of the vine and the olive. A
single vine has been known to yield a barrel of wine, and the olive trees
are burdened with the weight of fruit.
During the month of August the days are bright and hot, the sky pure
and entirt-"ly cloudless, and the nights cool and beautifully serene. In
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this month fruits generally ripen-melons, pears, peaches, prickly fig,
(cactus tuna,) &c., and large bunches of ripe grapes are scattered numerously through the vineyards, but do not reach maturity until the following month. After the vintage, grapes are hung up in the houses and sokept for use throughout the winter:
The mornings in September are cool and generally delightful; we sometimes found them almost cold enough to freeze; the mid-day hours bright
and hot, but a breeze usually made the shade pleasant; the evenings
calm, and nights cool and clear when nnobscured by fogs. We reachP.d
the southern country at the end of July, and .the first clouds we saw appeared on the 6rlt Septembtr at sunset, gradually spreading over the sky ~
and the morning was cloudy, but clear again before noon. Lightning at
this time was visible in the direction of Sonora, where the rainy season
had alreaqy commenced, and the cloudy weather was perhaps indicati ''e
of its ~pproach here. On some nights the dews were remarked to be
heavy; and RS we were journeying along the coast between San Diego
and Santa Barbara, fogs occasionally obscured the sunset over the flcean,
and rose next morning with the sun. On the wooded plain at the foot of
the San (jabriel mountain, in the neighborhood of Santa Barbara, and frequently along the .w ay, the trees were found to be partly covered with moss .
Country between the &anta Barbara mountain and Monterey, (lat. 34°
30' to 3t:iu 30'.) About the middle of S eptember we encamped near the
summit of. the Cuesta de Santa lnes, (Santa Barbara mnnntain,) on a
little creek with cold water, good fresh grass, and mllch timber, aetd
thenceforward north along the mountain behind the Santa J,es mission y
the countly assumed a better appearance, generally well wooded and
tolerably well covered with grass of good quality, very different frorn the
dry, naked, anr& parched appearance of the country below Santa Barbara.
The neighboring mountain exhibited large timber, red wood or pine, prl'l·
bably the latter. Water was frequent in small running streams. Crossmg
the fertile glain of San Luis Ubispo, (lat. 35°,) a sheltered valley noted
for the superiority of its olives, we entered the Santa Lucia range, which
lies between the coast and the Salinas or Buenaventura river, (of the bay of
Monterey.) We fonnd this a beautiful mountain covered thickly with wild
oats, prettily wooded, and having on the side we ascended, (which is the
water shed,) in every little hollow, a running stream of cool water, which
the weather made delightf9!. The days were hot, at evening cool, and
the morning, weather clear and exhilirating. Descending into the valley,
we found it open and handsome, making a pleasing country, well wooded ,
and everywhere covered with grass of a good quality. 1'he coast range
is wooded on both sides and to the summit with varieties of oaks aud
pines. The upper part of the Salinas valley, where we are · now travel~
ling, would afford excellent stock farms, and is particularly well suited to
sheep. The country never becomr:s miry in the rainy season, and noll e
are lost by cold in the mild winter.
The good range, grl'ss, and acorns, made game abundant, and deer and
grisly bear were numerous. Twelve of the latter were killed by the pa-rty
in one thicket.
Lower down, in the neighborhood of San Miguel, the country changed
its appearance, losing its timbered and grassy character, and showing
much saud. The past year had been one of unusual drought, and th e
river had almost entirely disappeared, leaving a bare sandy beq with a few
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pools of water. About fifteen miles below San Miguel it enters a gorge
of the hills, making broad thickly wooded bottoms, and affording good
range and abundance of water, the bed being sheltered by the thick timber. The lower hills and sp11rs from the ranges bording the river, are
very dry and bare, affording little or no grass. Approaching the mission
of Soledad the river valley widens, making fertile bottoms and plains
of arable land, some fifteen to twenty miles broad, extending to Monterey
bay, and bordered by ranges of mountain from two to three thousand
feet high. These ranges have the character of fertile mountains, their
hills being covered with grass and scattered trees. and their valleys producing fields of wild oats, and wooded with oak groves. Being unsheltered by woods, water is not abundant in the dry season, but at the
end of September we found springs among the hills, and water remained
in the creek beds.
On the evening of the 25th September, cumuli made their appearance in
the sky, and the next morning was cloudy with a warm southerly wind
and a few drops of rain-the first of the rainy season. The weather then
continued uninterruptedly dry through all October-fair and bright dnring
the first part: butcloudy during the latter half. At the end of the month
the rainy season set in fully, consisting generally of rain squalls with
bright weather intervening, and occasional southeasterly storms continuing several days. The previous seasons had been very short and light for
several years, and the country had suffered from the consequent drought.
Thf' present season commenced early, and was very favorable. Much
rain fell in the low country, and snow accumulated to a great depth in the
high mountains. The first rains changed the face of1he country. Grass
immediately began to shoot up rapidly, and by the end of the first week
of November the dead hue of the hills around Monterey had already given
place to green.
A brief sketch or the weather during a journey in this year from the
mission of San Juan Bauptista (latitude 37°,) to .los A11g~;les will exhibit
the ordinary character of the season.
In the valley of San Juan d nring the latter half of November there was
no rain; the weather generally plePsant and bright, with occasional
clouds. The night clear and cool, occasionally cold; the mornings clear
and sharp, with hoar frost sometimes cove1ing the ground. The days
were warm and pleasant, and the evenings mild and calm. On some
mornings a thick fog settled down immediately after sunrise, but in a few
hours cleared off in to a pleasant day.
'l'he falling weathPr recommenced on the 30th, with a stormy day of
spring; blue sky in spots, rapidly succeeded by masses of dark clouds
and pouring rain, which fell heavily during the greater part of the night.
The morning of the 1st December was partially clear, but rain recommenced in a few hours, with sky entirely cloud~d. The weather brightened at noon, and from a high point of the hills, bordering the San Juan
river valley, up which we were travelling, snow was visible on the summits of the dividing range between the San Joaquin valley aud the coast.
It rained heavily and incess~ntly during the night, and continued all the
next day. ln the night the sky cleared off bright with a north wind, but
clouded np at morning, with rain ar.d a broken sky. There were showers
of rain during the day, with intervals of bright and hot sun; and the sky
at sunset was without a cloud.
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During the day and night of the 4th, there were occasional showers.
The sky was tolerably clear on the morning of the 5th, with a prospect
of fair weather. The tents were frozen, and srow appeared on the near
ridges. We were then in a small interior valley of the mountains, bordering the Salinas river, and about 1,000 feet above the sea.
December the 6th was a beautiful day, followed by a cold frosty night.
'l'he next day we descended to the valley of the Salinas river, the
weather continuing clear and pleasant during the day. Snow appeared
on the mountains on both sides of the valley, and a cloud from some of
them gave a slight shower during the night. Several successive days
were clear, with hot sun; the nights cold, starry and frosty. The new
grass on the hills was coming out vigorously. rrhe morning of the lOth
was keen and clear, with scattered clouds, and a southerly wind, which
brought up showers of rain at night, followed by fog in the morning.
On the 12th, at the mission of Santa Margarita, in the head of the
Salinas valley, rain began in the afternoon, with a cold wind, and soon
increased to a southeasterly storm, with heavy rain during all the night.
~rhe 13th was cloudy, with occasional showers.
During the night the
weather became very bad, and by morning had increased to a violent and
cold southeasterly rain storm. In the afternoon the storm subsided, and
was followed by several days of variable weather.
By the 19th, the country where we were travelling between San Luis
Obi~po and the Cuesta of Santa Ines, showed a handsome covering of
grass, wnich. required two weeks more to become excellent. There
were several days of warm weather, with occasional showers and hot sun,
and cattle began to seek the shade.
The 23d was a day of hard rain, followed by fine weather on the 24th,
· and a cold southeasterly rain storm on the 25th.
During the remainder of the year, the weather continued fair and cool.
No rain fell during the first half of January, which we passed between
Santa Barbara and Los Angeles; the days were bright and very pleasant,
with warm sun, and the nights generally cold. In the neglected orchards
of the San Buene.ventura and Fernando missions, the olive trees remained
loaded with the abundant froit, which continued in perfectly good condition.
About the 14th, a day of rain succeeded by an interval of fine weather,
again interrupted by a rainy, disagreeable southeaster on the 23d. During the remainder of the month the days were bright and pleasant-almost
of summer--sun and clouds varying; the nights clear, but sometimes a
little cold; and much snow showing on the mountain overlooking the
plains of San Gabriel,
,
In the first part of P~bruary, at L'ls Augeles, there were some foggy
and misty mornings, with showers of rain at intervals of a week. The
weather then remained for several weeks uninterruptedly and beautifully
serene, the sky remarkably pure, the air soft and grateful, and it was difficult to imagine any climate more delightful. In the mt>antime the processes of vegetation went on with singular rapidity, and by the end of
the month, the face of the country wa!l beautiful with the great abundance
of pasture, covered with a luxuriant growth of {!Cranium, (erorlinm cicutarium,) so esteemed as food for cattle and horses, and all grazing animals. 'rhe orange trees were crowded with flowers and fruit in various
sizes, and along the foot of the mount3;in, bordering the San Gabriel
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plain, fields of orange-colored flowers were visible at the distance of fifteen miles from Los Angeles.
In the midst of the bright weather there was occasionally a cold night.
In the morning of March 9, new snow appeared on the San Gabriel mountain, and there was frost in the plain below; but these occasionally cold
nights seem to have no influence on vegetation.
·
On the 23d and 27th of March there were some continued and heavy
showers of rain, about the last of the season in the southern country. In
tke latter part of April fogs began to be very frequent, rising at midnight
and continuing until 9 or 10 of the following morning. About the beginning of May the mornings were regularly foggy until near noon; the
remainder of the day sunny, frequently accompanied with high wind. ·
The climate of maritime California is greatly modified by the structure
of the country, and under this aspect may be considered in three divisions-the smJ.thm·n, below Point Concepcion and the Santa Barbara
mountain, about latitude 35°; the northern, from Cape Mendocino, latitude 4l", to the Oregon boundary; afld the middle, including the bay
and basin of ~an Francisco and the coast between Point Concepcion and
Cape Mendocino. Of these three divisions the rainy season is longest
and heaviest in the north and lightest in the south. Vegetation is governed accordingly; coming with the rains, decaying where they fail.
Summer and winter, in our sense of the terms, are not applicable to this
part uf the country. It is not heat and cold, but wet and dry which mark
the seasons; and the wint~r months, instead of killing vegetation, revive
it. The dry season makes a period of consecutive drought, the only
winter in the vegetation of this country, which can hardly be said at any
time to cease. In forests, where the soil is sheltered, in low lands of
streams and hilly country 1 where the ground remains moist, grass con.
tinues constantly green and flowers bloom in all the n)onths of the year.
In the southern half of the country the long summer drought has render·
ed irrigation necessary, and the experience of the missions, in their prosperous day has shown that in California, as elsewhere, the dryest plains
are made productive, and the heaviest crops produced by that mode ot
cultivation. With irrigation a succession of crops may be produced
throughout the year. Salubrity and a regulated mildness characterize the
climate; there being no prevailing diseases, and the extremes of heat
during the summer being checked by sea breezes during the day, and by
light airs from the Sierra Nevada during the night. The nights are generally cool and refreshing, as is the shade during the hottest day.
California, below the Sierra Nevada, is about the extent of Italy, geographically considered in all the extent of Italy from the Alps to the termination of the peninsula. It is of the same length, about the same
breadth, consequently the same area, (about one hundred thousand square
miles,) and presents much similarity of climate and productions. Like
Italy, it lies north and south, and presents some differences of climate
and productions, the effect of difference of latitude, proximity of high
mountains and configuration of the coast. Like Italy, it is a country of
mountains and valleys: different from it in its internal structure, it is
formed for unity; its large rivers being concentric, and its large valleys
appurtenant to the great central bay of San Francisco, within the area of
whose waters the dominating power must be found.
Geographically, the position of this California is one of the best in the
world; lying on the coast of the Pacific, fronting Asia, on the line of an
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American road to Asia, and possessed of advantages to give full effect to
i~s grand geographical position.
.
The map of Oregon and California, presented with this memoir, is only
a part performancfl of the Senate's order of F'ebruary 2, 1847. ·l'hat order
contemplated a topographical and descriptive map, for which there is some
material ou h!tnd, but not enough to complete the work on the plan required, or in a way to do justice to the subject. As now laid before the
Senate, it may be assumed to be the best that has yet appeared, but is
still iutperfect and incomplete. With the knowledge already acquired in
the expeditions which I have conducted, and which enable me to kno\V
what paris of the co.untry most require examination, one year more of
lahar in the field would furnish me additional materials sufficient to complete a map of thf)se countries, with topographical and descriptive maps of
their most valuable parts, and a general map of the whole from the Mis"
sissippi river to the Pacific ocean. Having been many years engaged in
this geographical labor, and .having made so much progress in it, I should
be much gratified with an opportunity to complete it in the public employ ; and I respectfully submit the subject to the consideration of your
honorable body.
I
This geographical memoir, as stated in the beginning, is only a preliminary sketch in anticipation of a fuller publication, which the observations
of the last expedition would justify, but not sufficient to give the full view
of Oregon and California which the increasing importance of those countries demands. The publication of the results of this expedition, with or
without further addition from another exploration, is respectfully submitted to your consideration. The results of the previous two expeditions
were published by order of the Senate, and disposed of according to its
pleasure. No copy-right was taken; and whatever information the journals of the two expeditions contained, passed at once into general circulation. I would prefer a similar publication of the results of the last expedition ; but beiLJg no longer in the public service, an arrangement for the
preparation and the superintendence of the publication would be necessary.
All which is respectfully submitted.
J. CHARLES FRf:MONT. '
WASHINGTON,

June, 1848.
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